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Foreword
A forest health crisis of unprecedented proportions faced the Boise National Forest in
the early years of the 1990's. Six years of drought set the stage for catastrophic
outbreaks of insect and disease in the various tree communities of the forest, and
wildfires burned hotter and more frequently than at any time in the past.
In our often desperate search for ways to moderate the crisis, we turned to the notion
of repeat photography to try to understand what happened in the past and how things
are different now. We hoped to find some clues that would help shape management
strategies that would increase forest and ecosystem resiliency to successfully fight
drought and drought related problems.
It was in this context that this book was organized in the summers of 1992 and 1993.
It may be supposed that the book' s useful life will far outlive the current crisis. But it
is fervently hoped that its publication will lead to answers that will help management
in the near and long term.
Any book that seeks to describe an environmental or social condition for use in
management analysis necessarily becomes recent history the moment it is published.
Time moves on. But that fact does not diminish the need to review the condition nor
the need to capture the condition in some meaningful descriptive way for our review
and reflection.
So it is with Snapshot in Time. a book that seeks to describe the empirically
observable vegetative condition of the Boise National Forest !loth in its present st.ate
and as it was many years ago. The impetus for such a book is to be able to view the
present in terms of the past and to think about what that vision might presage about
future management strategies.
While it is always possible that a book like this one may fall victim to the subjectivity
of the authors or to the viewpoint of scientific knowledge available at the time, the
pictures live a life of their own, eloquent testimonials that stand alone.
The process of repeat photography has been used often in the past few decades by
natural resource managers to compare their management effects to past conditions.
Donald R. Progulske's 1974 Yellow Ore Yellow Hair Yellow Pine is a classic case in
which the author hoped to "show man's impact on the Black Hills, a natural forest in
western South Dakota and eastern Wyoming," by repeating many of the photos from
General George A. Custer's 1874 expedition through the area.
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In his Fire's Influence on WildUfe Habitat on the Bridger-Teton National Forest.

Ylx2mi.ni, George E. Gruell wrote in 1980 what he called a "Photographic Record
and Analysis" that provided "evidence of vegetative succession" that allowed
managers to "read the photographs and learn from the past," an intention we share.
Thomas T. Veblen and Diane C. Lorenz wanted to define "what the vegetation was at
the time of white settlement" along the Colorado Front Range in order to provide
management with a blue print to use in shaping preservation and other vegetative
management strategies in National Parks and other lands. Their 1991 work, ~
Colorado Front Range· A Century of Ecolollical Chanlle, is a compelling look at this
important area, past and present.
Forest Supervisor Stephen P. Mealey provided the leadership for a National
symposium of forest health held in Boise, Idaho, June 1-3, 1993, just prior to
pubUcation of Snapshot in Time The symposium brought together scientists and
poUticians, scholars and practitioners, to talk about what we knew of forest health and
where we might go for answers. The information in this book is one piece of the
complex puzzle that we began to piece together at this historic meeting.
That you might know our thoughts on the eve of pubUcation, some passages taken
from remarks prepared by Senator Larry Craig to the symposium, "Forest Health in
the Inland West," seem to us to have captured our frame of mind:
Good evening. I'm glad to be with you today although I wish it were
under different circumstances. A forest health emergency has brought us
together to try to find a remedy that's good for people and good for our
forest resources.
Though we approach this symposium with different backgrounds and
varied philosophies, we are united in our determination to find workable
solutions. You can't live in beautiful Idaho without growing very
attached to its vast forests. However, none of us can be happy with the
current state of affairs. There are lots of sick trees out there and we must
take action to restore the health of our forested lands. Idaho' s heritage is
closely tied to its beautiful and productive forests. We must not let that
heritage sUp away.
It's very heartening that so many of us could come together at this
symposium to talk about forest health in the inland west. And you bring
with you a variety of backgrounds which are needed to explore the full
dimensions of this problem. Collectively, we must understand how the
current emergency has developed through a combination of natural forces
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and man's decisions. We must realize the disastrous nature of the
consequences we now witness, and commit our!elves to action. We must
help each other to design solutions and assure they are carried out with no
further delay! We have gathered here just in time and we must move with
bold purpose to avert further disaster.
Let me stress the word disaster. If we lose our timber base to insects,
disease and fire, we can expect great human tragedy in Idaho's heartland.
If we trade the beauty and serenity of our forests for leafless, Ufeless
landscapes, we will have no recreational escapes. If we lose the diversity
of our habitat for wildlife and fish because unimaginably powerful fire
sweeps the land, we lose the sour of Idaho. Ladies and gentlemen, this is
an emergency.
Fortunately, there are doctors in the house. All of us together hold the
keys to a thoughtful, purposeful solution to our common crisis.
I am a patient man. Patience does not come easily to me, but I work at it.
But you need to know that I am not patient with those who say that letting
nature take its course is the right thing to do. That's a no brainer. Mother
Nature's solution is unacceptable. Please don't mistake my meaning. I
mean it's unacceptable to refuse to do everything possible to help our
Uving environment survive and prosper. To arbitrarily not manage
because ofa lack of information is not acceptable. Many of you have
probably seen the Foothills Fire ground just over the ridgeUne to the east
of Boise. I want you to know that I felt sick to see the destruction it
caused. That fire was a blow torch on land. There is no mosaic of green
and black Uke there was at Yellowstone in 1988. There is no pattern of
Uving islands of vegetation to act as a seed source for burned areas. Look
at the bottom of your fireplace after a long winter and you see what' s out
there. Frequent, high intensity fires like the Foothills and Lowman fires
serve no one.
Since 1986, destructive wildfires have burned an average of 56,000 acres a
year on the Boise National Forest alone. Over half a million trees have
died since 1988 from bark beetle attacks, and trees on more than a quarter
of 2. million acres have been defoUated by Douglas-fir tussock moth. We
have to take steps to stop the wildfire trend, to change the conditions that
led to the Foothills Fire, and to stop the cycle of tree mortaUty resulting
from insect attack.
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We zan't do much to prevent drought. But we can do something about the
forest's ability to resist drought.
We must do four things to change the equation and we must act quickly.
First, we must salvage dead and dying trees in our commercial timber
stands to get what human benefit we can from this tough situation. In a
recent survey, over 84 percent of Idahoans agreed that we must salvage the
dead and dying trees where it makes sense to do so. Salvage sales also
provide the opportunity to get the regeneration we want - young trees of
diverse species resistant to insect and disease attacks.
Second, we must thin trees in our commercial timber stands. Many trees
are closely spaced; there are simply too many trees for the available water.
This lack of water has stressed over-crowded trees, reducing their
resilience, and increasing their vulnerability to death from various causes.
Thinning can take place either as part oflogging operations or as a
treatment early in the life of a stand to ensure the survival of trees that are
left for the future.
As a third part of this strategy, we must dramatically increase the use of
prescribed fire where we can reasonable do so. Fire kept the resilient
forests of the nineteenth century in good health and it is fire that will once
again give us the open park-like stands of our recent past. This is a tough
strategy. It means we must put up with air quality problems from smoke
in the spring and fall in some of our cities and towns. But I believe the
alternative of allowing large unchecked fires to cut across the land is
unacceptable. I urge you to find ways to aggressively use prescribed fire first to reduce fuel loading and eliminate off-site species, and then keep
using prescribed fire to maintain forest health.
Fourth, we must continue meeting, sharing information and helping each
other face the daunting specter of a forest in ruin, and to tum that grim
picture into one of forests in good health. I guess you could think of us as
a forest health support group. We need each other, and I'm glad to be able
to participate with you at this symposium.
I stand willing to help you carry out these new strategies and to break
down the barriers which may impede them. There are barriers of public
perception and misunderstanding of your intention in salvaging timber. I
will help preach the gospel supporting salvage sales as a prescription for
forest health. Use the appeals exemption provided in the new appeals
regulations to assure timely salvage without delay. I worked hard to
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maintain that exemption for just these emergencies. Understandably, the
public will object to smoke from prescribed bums. But I believe you can
win their acceptance with a well-designed information and education
strategy. Smoke from prescribed bums is temporary and its release will be
planned and controlled. With use of this tool, more devastating wildfires
can be avoided. If you have properly planned and executed prescribed
fire, I will support you.
We are all agreed! We must stop the escalating deterioration in the health
of forests and forest ecosystems. We must prevent the grave injury to
wildlife, watersheds, soils, recreation and local economies which is a
consequence of sick forests. We must work to minimize the threat to
human life, property and communities from catastrophic fires. We must
commit ourselves to limit the economic losses that are and will be inflicted
on all levels of government and on individuals as a result of the loss of our
forest health.
I feel strongly about this issue. I very much want to do the right thing and
I know you do too. Our intent must be to help reestablish resilience in our
forest ecosystems and to stop the ravages of natural forces that are so
clearly opposed to the aspirations of human beings. I promise you my
commitment to legislative proposals that will help us meet our common
goals. I promise my personal support through the years to come. I urge
you to not falter in your purpose. Stand before those who elected you, or
hired you, or depend on you and say what has to be said, and do what must
be done. We owe it to ourselves and our children to leave things in better
shape than we found them.
Mindful of Abraham Lincoln 130 years past, we did not look for drought. We did not
welcome it. Yet drought came and, when it came, we responded the very best way we
knew how, dedicated to careful management of the ecosystem as we understood it.
This book is dedicated to those who so ably advanced the cause of restoring the
ecosystem in the spectacular years of drought, fire, and pestilence from 1986 through
the early \990's in central Idaho.
TRUMAN C. PUCHBAUER
Timber Staff Officer

FRANKLIN O. CARROLL
Public Affairs Officer

Boise, Idaho
June 1993
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Introduction

Person-caused effects have also been documented photographically. Turn-of-thecentury settlers were busy carving a living from the wilderness and many of their
activities and accomplishments were photographed. The purposes of the early
photographs were not intended to show the condition of the forests; however, the
backgrounds do provide an excellent opportunity to observe changing vegetation and
landscape. Early activities included mining, logging, grazing, trapping, road building,
dam construction and homesteading.

There are many questions concerning how a forest changes. Through time, the
landscape is altered in species composition, stand age and density. Changing
landscape patterns -negative mosaics- suggest this has been occurring for centuries
(M~Cune 1985).

Several sources were used for historical photographs. The Idaho State Historical
Society archives was a primary source. Boise National Forest photo files and pictures
from private collections were used to provide more complete coverage of the Forest.

This historical narrative and series of repeat photographs depicts a century of change
in the Boise National Forest [Forest).
The Forest is one of the largest national forests in the contiguous forty-eight states,
containing 2,264,000 net acres and eficompassing 2,958,356 gross acres (Final EIS,
BNF 1990) (Smith 1983).

Our primary focus is to illustrate in an unquantified or descriptive nature (Vogl 1978)
a century of change. The photographs used illustrate landscapes and vegetation across
the Forest. Realizing there are certain variables affecting vegetation and change
(Grossman, Hamlet 1969), a determined effort was made to obtain historical
photographs illustrating different landscapes providing complete a coverage of the
Forest as possible.

Three distinct river systems transport water from the Forest and its accompanying
watersheds and include the Salmon River tributaries in the north, the Payette River
system in the center and east, and the Boise River system in the south and east.
There are some similarities, i.e., the geology and soil formations are within the Idaho
Batholith, a large granitic intrusion (Ross, Forrester 1958; Alt 1989). Some of the
southern and western portions of the Forest lie upon basalt formation . A complete
description of this is found in the Boise National Forest History (1983) and the Soils
Hydrological Report (1973-74).

There has been some attempt by the Forest Service to document and photograph
various management. Most of this monitoring was established to illustrate change and
determine cause and effect relationships, with the purpose of evaluating results to more
successfully meet management objectives.
Grazing large numbers of domestic sheep and cattle for prolonged seasons in the late
1800's and early 1900' s caused concern among Forest managers about resource
damage.

Ecological conditions change with time including the vegetation and landscape.
Vegetation dynamics are both natural and person-caused. The photographic record
illustrates how each has altered the vegetation.

As early as 1915, Forest Supervisor Emil A. Grandjean had to settle grazing disputes
between livestock owners and hom,steaders (Cascade District Historic File) (Interview
with Dorothy Morton Dodge, Sept. 1992). Vegetation surveys were made and
permanent transects were established in the 1930's. Monitoring of this type was
needed for quantitative studies (Vogl 1978) than the purpose of this project.

Effects of natural causes, such as fires and insects and disease, have been documented
since the turn of the century. Prior to the creation of the Forest Service, field
examiners traveled by horseback and foot to photograph the forest reserves, then
administered by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Forestry. These
photographs are filed with the National Archive Library in Washington, D.C .. The
photographers gave some general description of the area and condition of the Forest.

Various timber surveys were conducted to measure standing volume, not to document
specific vegetative change. Since the 1950's, more precise and accurate records have
been maintained to illustrate how vegetation responds to timber harvesting and
subsequent reforestation as well as timber improvement activities. These surveys
show a more measured result than a visual change.

After the creation of the Forest Service in 1905, the early rangers continued to
photograph and describe of the Forest. Some of these photographs are filed in the
Boise National Forest Supervisor's Office.
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Since the 1960's, there has been a visual monitoring process to describe landscape
characteristics where visuals have been a concern. Examples are roadside viewsheds
and views from lakes, rivers, and campgrounds. One such project on State Highway
21, along the South Fork of the Payette River, used a series of photos to show existing
conditions. A guideline of'desired visual qualities was developed with planned
management activities.

Vegetation Dynamics
Historical photographs illustrate landscape changes through time, the principal
factor being changing vegetation .

vi~ible

Choices of alternatives provided a variety of potential changes. After the selected
alternatives, permanent photo points were established to measure the changed results.
Unpredictable events, such as the 1989 Lowman fire and major outbreaks of insects
and disease rendered the project invalid. Treatment on various forest watershed
improvement projects exist. Photographs before and after treatment on projects have
been monitored for as long as 30 years and included both qualitative and quantitative
information.

The dynamics of vegetative change are both simple and complex and can be viewed in
both the short and long term (Zamora 1975). The most obvious changes happen each
year, such as springtime flowers and fall leaves turning brown, gold, yellow and red.
These changes are short term and predictable. But nature disrupts this pattern by
events such as fire, insect epidemics, disease and abnormal weather. On a global scale,
earthquakes and volcanoes alter vegetative composition (Wallace 1987).

Through the pages of this book we hope to illustrate how both natural and personcaused events have affected the vegetative patterns. Permanent photo-points have
been established so duplicate photographs can be re-taken. Attempts were made in
every case to duplicate the original camera position as nearly as possible, ~s well as the
time of day and season of year. In some cases, road locations and vegetative changes
required some position adjustments.

All plants have a renewal or propagation system. Coniferous trees are no exception;
however, a closer look is required to observe the seed-producing cycle. Instead of
brightly colored flowers seen on herbs and shrubs, conifers form seed producing cones
in a variety of shapes and sizes. Each tree, shrub and herb species also needs certain
soil, moisture, and light conditions in order to propagate itself. For some species,
forest fires create the conditions needed by the small seedling. Other species need a
forest cover without fire. In this manner, vegetation can change as a result of natural
events as well as human activities.
The most obvious vegetative changes are caused by fire, insects, disease and other
natural forces . Weather or climate changes are much more subtle and can only be
evaluated in the long-term basis. The reader can only see the before and after
photographs on a somewhat large scale. It is not possible to see all the minor changes
that have occurred in the past fifty to one hundred years. We need to ask two principal
question: (I) Has the Forest changed in species composition: and (2) Have the species
remained the same, but changed in size, age and density?
As an example, if a photo taken in 1900 shows a stand of open-grown mature
ponderosa pine and a recent retake shows a dense stand of Douglas-fir, this is termed a
successional change (species replacement). Asking the second question, if the same
ponderosa pine stand now has a greater variety of tree sizes as well as a different
density, this is a forest structure change (Veblen, Lorenz 1991).
In the past five years, forest scientists, including botanists, ecologists, entomologists,
pathologists and others have been trying to classify and understand "old growth
forests". Because detailed records of cause and effect relationships are scarce, change
has been viewed from the present and reconstructed into the past. In other words, how
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did a forest come to be in its present state? This is a complex question because
hnndreds of years have to be considered and many variables exist that are not easily
understood.

All components of the ecosystem, the forest, the stand and the individual tree, respond
or change in response to the natural cycles. Vegetation dynamics may be ~xpressed by
plant cover but is the result of insects, disease, fire and many other ecolOgical factors.
Forest managers have to understand these relationships. The choices a manager makes
largely determine the way the natural systems function (Vogi 1978).

Complex vegetative changes are associated with the constant change, even though it is
difficult to see because the changes are small and accumulative over a long time. The
eye of the camera can illustrate both short and long term changes. Time lapse
photography can show how a flower develops from the bud in a matter of seconds. In
this case, a century of time has passed between two frames.

Forest diseases, such as leaf rusts, mistletoes, and wood rotting fungi, often contribute
to the mortality of trees and tend to reinfect in kind. An example would be a grand fir
stand infected with Indian paint fungus, a heart rot which weakens trees and leads to
wind breakage. As long as the ecosystem allows the host species to continue, the fungi
will continue to dama~e the stand. In a normal ecosystem, wildfire would eventually
destroy the grand fir host and create conditions suitable for nonhost pine and larch to
establish. By controlling fire, we seem to have perpetuated the infected stands of
grand fir.

Originally, plant ecologists and other associated scientists believed some sort of
equilibrium or stable climax state (the highest development of a plant community
under prevailing conditions) would exist if plant communities, such as forests, were
allowed to evolve without disturbance. More recently, they have come to believe there
are too many unpredictable variables and that cause and effect relationships of
vegetative change are in flux (Shugart 1984).

People have caused forest stands to change both structurally and successionally. For
example, a mixed stand of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir is logged a.nd replanted
with the same mixture. As the stand grows, the only changes are the SIze, age, and
perhaps density of the stand. A second area might be logged, but instead of replanting,
the stand is replaced naturally by some other species. This is most evident in old
growth stands of Douglas-fir or Engelmann spruce where, after logging, lodgepole
pine and subalpine fir replace the previous stand composition. A variety of reasons
contribute to this.

The scale of vegetative change varies on the Forest. The wide range in elevation and
moisture serve as two variables limiting certain species and associated ecosystems.
Some species malcing up a forest only exist in a certain portion of the forest and the
vegetative dynamics are somewhat unique to that area. For example, western larch
(Larix occidentalis), is restricted to the northern and northwest part of the Forest. The
annual change of the larch needles turning gold in the fall, followed by the loss of
foliage, might be mistaken for dead trees if the viewer is not familiar with this species.
Historically, western larch seedlings were established after large forest fires. But
today, many fires are extinguished before they become large and there is less
opportunity for larch to renew its population. To appreciate both short term and long
term change, one must have some knowledge offorest species and their ecology.

The old growth Douglas-fir stand developed through time with the aid of periodic
ground fires. The density of younger Douglas-fir and other species were controlled by
the fires (Steele, et al 1986). Harvesting large old growth fir disrupted the cycle. The
Douglas-fir may return but it could take several hundred years. In general, logging
changes the density, size, age and species composition of a forest stand.

Ecosystems include many components and vegetative change is an integral part of the
ecosystem. Insects and disease are always present in the forest and their effect on
vegetative change depends on several variables. Insect epidemics are generally related
to certain species of trees serving as a host to the insect. When the host tree is
abundant, the insect epidemic can be quite large. For example, the tussock moth is a
prime defoliator of true firs and Douglas-fir, but not pine, and responds to a cyclic
fluctuation of climate and availability of the host. We can expect to see m:my more
acres of dead subalpine fir than ponderosa pine on the forest because the tussock moths
have a larger food base in fir trees than do the insects that affect ponderosa pine.
When subalpine fir and Douglas-fir develop extensive forest cover, the tussock moth's
return is inevitable.
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Domestic livestock grazing has also changed the vegetation. At the tum of the century,
uncontrolled numbers of sheep consumed much of the palatable vegetation (Renner
1936). This, in tum, affected ground fire intensities and frequencies, which altered
vegetation dependent on previous fire regimes (Steele, et al 1986).
Seventy-five years of active fire suppression has allowed accumulations of natural
fuels which in tum affect forest ecosystems and the associated vegetation dynamics
(Mutch 1990).
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In general, tree species composition varies according to slope positio~ and aspect. .
Younger stands of Douglas-fir and pine occur in. the valleys and.on SIde slo~s haVing
north-facing aspects. The large old ponderosa pine trees are mainly on the ndgetops
and steep south-facing aspects. This pattern is readily apparent throughout the Forest
and is the result of different fire frequencies and intensities on the different
topographic positions.

Next to climate and soil, fire has been the most important single factor affecting the
extent, composition and character of the vegetative cover of the Forest (Davis 1959).
Several studies have used repeat photography to illustrate the effects on vegetative
trends of forests in the Northern Rocky Mountains (Gruell 1983).
Fire may be the primary agent of the various mosaics and patterns of vegetation. Both
long term and short term weather patterns are determined by prevailing climate. Fire
behavior is primarily influenced by weather, fuels and topography. These variables
are not independent of each other.
The presence of certain kinds of vegetation have resulted because of fires; however,
how the fire behaved or burned was certainly influenced by what kind of fuel or
vegetation existed.
Topography may be the most constant variable of the three. The shape of the valleys,
mountains and ~~;,er geological formations have changed very little compared to the
vegetation. Topography is responsible for both fire behavior and vegetative potentials.
Slope gradient and aspect, elevation ,lnd soil depths have a direct impact on the
vegetation composition.
Topographic features, such as elevation, greatly influence the amount of precipitation
an area receives. The rise of the mountains create an orographic effect. Studies in the
Wallowa Mountains of eastern Oregon have indicated that for every 1,000 rise in
elevation, there is a 5" increase in precipitation (Johnson, Simon 1987).
Similar studies of the Boise National Forest indicate a similar relationship; however,
the amount of rainfall for a given elevation varies considerable. The influence of
storm patterns is variable and subsequent precipitation records show this. Deer Point,
7, 150' elevation, has 21.5" of annual precipitation and Atlanta, 5,390' elevation, has
25.2". Idaho City, 3,960' elevation, has 23 .2", compared with Lowman, 3,800'
elevation, which has 29". This pattern suggests an increase in precipitation from south
to north for a given elevation (Arnold, et al 1973-74).

Timber Polat: Vegetative coRdltlo•• 1.1991 I.elude coatleuou. Ita.ds oflrees.

Old trees often have multiple fire scars that indicate the repeated occurrence oflow
intensity fires. Sometimes a high intensity fire occurs and even the older trees do not
escape. The hollowed-out snags may remain standing for I 00 ~ears: The rep~acement
vegetation may show several age classes. This suggests there IS a dIfference In fire
intensity (see fire scar photo).

Historically, fire repeats itself, but due to different frequencies and severities of
burning, vegetative responses are not always the same. Shape of the slope, convex vs.
concave, regulates fire temperature and tree mortality. Small valleys and draws tend
to act as chimneys and the soil is deeper, supporting more fuel. This creates more
intense heat and trees are killed at more frequent intervals. Conversely, the ridgetops
have thinner soils and less vegetation. Burning temperatures are less and trees are
ki lled less frequently . .
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replaced by pure stands of 60-80 year old ponderosa pi.ne and, in s:ome ~s, o~er
species, such as Douglas-fir, grand fir and lodgepole pme, dependmg on sIte vanables,
such as elevation, slope aspect and fire history.
Mining techniques used prior to the 1900's and through the 1920's drastically altered
growing sites. Much of the soil was washed away and vegetative recovery has been
quite slow. On many sites the species composition has been changed. In so~e cases,
shrubs have replaced the conifer trees, or pioneer species such as lod~epole pme ~ave
become established (as seen in the photograph below of the Feathervllle Dredgeplles).

Fire Scar: T., IlDail fire scar or cat race OD tb, rigbt baDd sid, or tbls pboto I,aves a
record or fire .lltory.

Fires can serve as a regulator of stand species, age and density. This was reported by
the Lewis and elarlc expedition in 1805-1806 (Thwaite 1959; DeVoto 1953).
Vegetation is altered by light, temperature, nutrient cycling and moisture, for at least
some period of time (Shugart 1984). For over 100 years, silvicu1turists have studied
how different tree species grow. Forest managers have used these characteristics to
Wlderstand how a forest changes.
Feat.,rvIll, Dredgepll..: Dredg...sed a dial. of b.ckdl to '1& .p t., river sedl_.t
do ... to bedrock. Aft"ects o. river c.........,re dramatic.

Recently, attention has been given to how a forest reacts to various effects, whether
natural or person-caused. Landscapes are now the focus rather than individual trees or
stands. This is in keeping with the national direction of the Forest Service to manage
for an integrated ecosystem (Mutch 1990).

This discussion has primarily focused on forces at work in vegetation change. Th~
are also environmental and genetic parameters limiting certain species and vegetative
change. For example, one would not expect to find a whitebarlc pine growing on the
Boise Front. Whitebark pine is a tree found only at high elevations. The genetic
makeup of this species most likely affects its distribution. The Boise Front is much
too dry and hot for this species to survive.

Past human disturbances have influenced vegetative change, both in structure and
succession. Logging at the tum of the century and through the 1920's removed mainly
old growth ponderosa pine (Witherell 1989). These old growth stands had been
developing for several hundred years (Steele, et al 1986). The logged areas have been
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Ev~ within certain species, there may be genetic differences and this may not be
readll.y apparent or visible. The distribution of a tree species most likely will affect its
genetic makeup. As an example, ponderosa pine may grow at a wide elevation band.
The seeds produced at the 6,000 foot level will not provide good seedlings for the
3,000 foot level or vice versa. Vegetative changes are not always readily visible.

Human Settlement
Human beings have interacted with the Forest ecosystem for centuries. Prior to the
1800's, various Indian tribes occupied the land. Their effect on how the Forest
changes is not known.

The Forest varies in elevational differences from 2,500 to over 10,000 feet. The
dynamics of vegetative change vary considerably. Temperature, moisture and
nutrient cycling are limiting factors.
'

The Forest provided a subsistence living for small nomadic groups. Their principal
setllementlocations were along river courses (Mills 1963). Based on previous
archeological studies and discoveries, the Forest provided resources such as wood for
fuel, arrows, dwellings, clothing and food. These early day inhabitants knew which
plants were edible and which provided medicinal value (Wilson 1985). Wild game and
fish were important to their diets (DeVoto 1953).
Exact locations and numbers ofindian settlements are not known. Investigations have
been limited (Wilson 1985). Prehistoric sites, as well as projectile points and flakes,
have been discovered across most of the Forest, most often adjacent to river and
stream courses. The human potential to effect change was not limited to isolated
areas. Indians were seen by miners in the 1860's, and projectile points have been
found near major waterways (Hailey 1909).
After reviewing tapescripts from interviews conducted with individuals who were born
before 1900, several observations can be made (Cascade and Idaho City libraries). A
personal interview with Pete Ireland (Oct. 1992), a former resident of Prairie, gave
additional information. It has been stated in previous research documents (Steele et aI,
1986) thaI..." Indians used fires for many reasons, such as forage and berry crop
improvement, camp site maintenance, communication, game drives, warfare tactics,
even amusement". In addition, researchers conclude the pre-set fires were allowed to
bum until they went out (Grossman, Hamlet 1969).
One such document supporting this is an interview with Horace Patterson. He recalls
seeing columns of smoke north of Crawford, a town pre-dating Cascade, Idaho,
toward McCall . He ran to his father and asked, "What is that smoke?" His father
replied, ''That's the Indians. They' re going out now, leaving. They've been up here
fishing all summer. They' re leaving and they' re burning off this underbrush so it' ll be
clear next summer so they can get through the woods" (Idaho Bicentennial
Commission 's Oral History Project, Cascade Library, March 9,1976).
The Indians were helping a natural cycle of frequent ground fires, which,
supplemented by lightning fires, tended to maintain large open-grown ponderosa pine
stands (Matthews 1982; Mills 1963).
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The first Euro-Americans were fur traders and trappers. Their effect on the Forest and
its vegetative makeup was somewhat short term. Trappers explored the uncharted area
mainly in search of beaver (Wilson 1985). They were few in number but they
established major trading posts that became magnets for settlers. The impact of their
activities on vegetation is thought to be slight.

Pictures of stumps (see Plate #58a) bear testimony to the large virgin stands of
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir available to early day mi~ers. Project photographs of
mined areas indicate a variety of change. In the Idaho CIty area, there are now
generally dense stands of ponderosa pine, 80-100 years old (see Plate #43a). ~is is .
true for the Placerville, Centerville and Pioneerville areas. The Atlanta area, hIgher tn
elevation and receiving more rainfall, has a mixture of ponderosa pine and Douglasfir, depending on slope aspect (see Plate #62a).

Vegetation along stream courses where the beavers were eliminated must have
experienced some degree of change. The prunil.g effect on the willows and aspen, as
well as the beaver dams, would tend to extend wet areas along a stream. Removing
the beavers would allow the stream to become narrow, lower the water table, and
allow drier site vegetation to establish. Good examples of this occurs along stream
courses in Bear Valley, Upper Deadwood, and Landmark.

Most of these logged areas were not actually mined, but were adjacent to the mining
activity. Soil was displaced in mined areas or washed away by hydraulic pla.cering. In
some cases, after 1900, stream bottoms were dredged. Dredged areas have a muchaltered riparian (streamside) vegetative cover. The vegetation is either non-existent or
made up of pioneer species such as lodgepole and willows.

The development of trails and general knowledge of the area had a pronounced effect
because of the later industries to come, such as grazing, mining, lumbering, and later,
recreation (Smith 1983).

Forest replacement has been slower in areas that were hydraulically-placered. :rees
are generally 60-80 years old, a 20-year age difference from areas cleared for timber
use.

Mining was much more severe in altering vegetative regimes. Mining activities began
in the 1860's and continued after the tum of the century (Smith 1983; Wilson 1985;
Hart 1986). The most pronounced effect on the landscape was generally near the
mineral discovery point. The method of mining affected the scale of disturbance.

Miners were responsible for both accidentally and intentionally set fires. Histories of
most mining communities indicate repeated fires (Hart 1986).
Homestead activity began in the 1870' s and continued until 1910. Some farming and
ranching supported early day mining. Although areas suitable for ranching and
farming were limited, Long Valley, Round Valley, Ola-Sweet, Horseshoe Bend,
Garden Valley and Smith's Prairie supported farms.

Several locations experienced a dramatic Forest cover change. The largest area was
the Boise Basin, including the Grimes Creek-Mores Creek drainages and the principal
mining communities ofIdaho City, Centerville, Placerville, Pioneerville, and
Quartzburg. This 100 year old disturbance is evident today. Sediment yields from the
area are among the highest on the Forest (Chaney 1974).
Rocky Bar and Atlanta were established in the 1860's. In the later part of the 1800' s
and early 1900's, other mining districts became active including, Thunder Mountain,
Deadwood, Pine Grove, Twin Springs, Yellowpine, Stibnite, Banner and Crooked
River (Hart 1986; Ransel, Durand 1985; Hewitt 1959; Flanik 1962; Bertram, et al
1985; Bailey 1977; Wilson 1962; Maughan 1974).
The long term effects of mining forest succession and stand composition are not
known. Mining and associated activities do provide a solid photographic background
for the purposes of this study. Historic photographs show the mining areas were
generally stripped or clear cut of any forest cover. The trees were used for homes,
fuel, flumes or mining props (Wilson 1985).
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Homesteaden: Tllese 1I0mesteaden used 1I0nes aad mules to briag I. tile crop.

Domestic livestock raising, either sheep or cattle, was important to early homesteaders.
Grazing was not confined to the open grassy areas, but included areas under a forest
canopy. Grazing does alter natural vegetative compositions. Perennials have a
tendency to be replaced by annuals and certain soil conditions and properties such as
texture and infiltration do not promote tree regeneration (Voth 1979; Bal 1979).

F1",re 1. Homestead Maps (Mattke",s 1981)

The most obvious change in vegetation resulted from land clearing to convert the site
from tree-growing to grass or agricultural crops in the homesteaded area. The maps
above and the photo following, show this change.

The primary areas of vegetative change were generally confined to 160 acres, the size
of a homestead grant (see Plate #4a). The early pioneers used logs to build their
homes, barns, blacksmith shops, machine sheds, and other buildings. In addition,
virgin stands of park-like groves provided aesthetic and recreational opportunities of
great value to the homesteaders (Matthews 198 I).
Domestic livestock grazing began concurrently with mining and was associated with
the mining activity (Mills 1963). Horses, mules and oxen were the early day grazing
animals used by the mining freighters, and miners themselves (Smith 1983).

BEST COpy AVAIlABLE

By 1900, sheep grazing was well established. Prior to establishment of the national
forest, uncontrolled grazing numbers and seasons did cause vegetative changes. The
sagebrush-bunch grass lands of the Boise Front changed to annual grass and rabbit
brush, a result of over-grazing and increased fire intensities (Chancy 1974).
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The combination of increased fires and over- grazing also altered the natural
succession of the sagebrush-grass habitat type (Rosenstreter 1984). Sagebrush is very
sensitive to fire damage and easily killed (Tisdale, Hironaka 1981).

Laura Evans DeHass, born in 1898 on the Pete Evans homestead on the west side of
Cascade Reservoir, remembered how the dust clouds rolled from the Van Wyck
Driveway over West Mountain (Interview, August 1992). The concentrated usc of
these driveways have left them absent of vegetation even after many years of non-usc.
Most of the domestic livestock are now trucked to and from the forest.

Grazing was not confined to the lower front country range. In the 1890's, sheep were
herded from Owyhee County north to the Payette River and the Salmon River
Driveway, then east to Penn Basin. "As far as the eye could see, the forest was filled
with sheep," said one old-timer (Interview, J.C. Brock 1945).

Grazing does alter the manner in which the natural ground vegetation develops. Other
vegetative composition, such as species of trees, can also be affected. Frequencies and
intensities of naturally occurring fires alter old growth open ponderosa and Douglas-fir
stands as a result of overgrazing (Steele 1981). Grazing can eliminate competition for
young trees. Moisture is often a limiting factor. Reducing forbs, grasses, and shrubs
can increase moisture to help the survival of young trees.

Sheep raising was a fast growing industry. In 1895, there were more than one million
sheep in Idaho, and this figure had reached a high of2.6 million by 1908 (Shadduck
1990). Forest Service records show more than 200,000 sheep grazing on the Boise
National Forest in 1908 (Renner 1936).

Domestic cattle raising is included in grazing because of the preference of grass over
forbs . Cattle have been more associated with meadow lands and open glades;
however, open-grown stands of trees do provide forage. Affected changes in the forest
vegetation from cattle grazing would be more likely along stream courses and open
areas. The steepness of the mountain slope would limit the distribution of cattle.
Logging began in response to mining, primarily to support local mining towns. Most
of the mining towns had sawmills; but this demand for lumber was relatively low.
There was a period oftime during the 1890's and early 1900's, where sawmills were
constructed in the forest and the lumber was hauled by wagon to nearby towns. The
communities of Dry Buck, Cascade and Featherville had several sawmills located near
and in the Forest. Several of these areas were visited during the study and previously
logged areas all have new stands of timber growing (see Plate #17a & b).
The practice of cutting trees and transporting the logs to mills began in the late 1800's
and early 1900's. Many of these logs were floated down the Payette and Boise Rivers
(see photo -Payette River Log Drive).
The Idaho Statesman, on September 13, 1892, reported that: "W.A. Coghanour, the
well known Payette lumberman, is in the city. Mr. Coghanour says that 8,000,000
logs were driven down the Payette River this summer."

S.ttp at Long Vallty In 1918

A dam was built on the North Fork of the Payette River below Smith's Ferry (see Plate
#48a; Matthews 1981) that controlled the water level to flush logs down the river.
There was an attempt to use other rivers, such as the North Fork of the Boise, but these
were unsuccessful (Witherell 1989).

Lafe Cox, retired outfitter and guide, said during an interview in July 1992, "The
sheep kept the trails clear and ground cover removed so a person could see up and
down Johnson Creek a quarter of a mile." The vegetation has now grown back.
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Payette River Log Drive: Early Ioggen used IdallO'. uarettered riven to move logs to
mills.

Tbese Ponderosa pine stands were typical examples prior to loggIag. Periodic Ores
occurring every 7 to 20 years maintained open, park-like st•• ds.

The intensity of timber harvesting increased with the developing railroad in the Boise
Basin and Cascade areas. Stand composition and structure was drastically altered
during the 15-20 years (1915-1930) in which railroad logging occurred. The logging
and fire activity, like the Quartzburg Bum of 1931, resulted in establishing thousands
of acres of 60-80 year old (see photo of Ponderosa pine trees) .

Ponderosa pine logged on south- and west-facing slopes generally returned to pine
stands (see Plates #24b, 26b & 27b) . North aspects with ponderosa pine were generally
replaced by mixed stands of Douglas-fir and pine. Areas of grand fir were selectively
logged; ponderosa pine, larch, and Douglas-fir were preferred spcies. Fire exclusion
has created pure stands of grand fir. Areas b,·.med with high intensities have more
brush species, such as alder, willow and mountain maple.

The effect of different logging practices on the appearance of the Forest today is
difficult to determine. Most of the areas originally selectively logged were eventually
clear cut and even-aged stands now occupy the sites. Elevation, slope aspect, soil type
and tree species are all variables determining what changes have occurred after
logging.

The southern central and southern portion of the Forest had more pine growing on
north slopes. This is probably due to less moisture and higher temperatures. The
susceptibility of these stands to fire is much greater than the open grown larger trees.
Trees cut in the early 1900's generally had fire sears on the stumps.
Some areas, such as Beaver Creek and Crooked River, have more lodgepole pine than
existed 80-100 years ago. The most likely reason is the lack of ground fires and
logging practices (Steele 1986).
Historical observation of stand changes provide excellent indications of choices forest
managers have in timber harvesting (Vogi 1976; Matthews 1988).
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Another important seulement activity was water and hydroelectric development. At
first, homesteaders constructed small diversion dams and irrigation ditches which
provided water for agricultural crops. As communities grew and more people came
west, the need for water and electrical power increased. Abundant fresh water supplies
met this need (Mills 1963); The Grimes Pass Dam, built in 1907 on the South Fork of
the Payeue River, five miles east of Garden Valley, provided hydroelectric power to
the Estabrook dredges in Idaho City (Smith 1983). The dam washed out in 1943 (see
Plates #36a & 36b).

Forest Ecology
The Forest includes a wide variety of ecosystems. Species of conifer trees and
associated vegetation can be described by general locations. Vegetation does vary by
slope aspect, elevation, moisture and historical weather paucrns.
Locally, the most controlling climatic factor is elevation. Elevations, e"cluding
wilderness, vary from 2,750 feet to 9,730 feet above sea level (Wilson 1985).
Moisture and temperature strongly influenced vegetation. Long term weather records
indicate precipitation varies from 15" to 70" annually, and temperatures, _H)O to 100".
These are average and there could be local fluctuations from -50" in some locations in
the winter to well over 100" in the summer (FEIS, BNF 1990).

The construction of Liule Camas, Arrowrock, Deadwood, Cascade, Anderson Ranch
and Lucky Peak Dams provided 43,500 surface acres of water. Dams have
permanently changed the land and vegetation in the flood plains and obliterated any
other historical development (Vogi 1978).

Local site conditions such as soil, moisture and nutrients arc important controlling
factors of Forest ecosystems. Four distinct areas or zones can be described; the
Foothill Zone, the Transition Zone, the General Forest Zone, and the Alpine Zone.
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THE FOOTHILL ZONE
The Foothill Zone is an area north of the city of Boise to the timberline and east to
Pine, south of the Boise River, encompassing approximately 80,000 acres. The Front,
lower elevation, or foothills area occupies the southern portion of the Forest. This area
is much influenced by the semi-desert northern edge of the Great Basin. Weather
patterns and long term climate information is available and studies have been made on
dry-wet cycles and vegetation composition. Studies of tree ring growth as far back as
1650 indicate dry-wet cycles that are expected to continue (Miller, et aI1991) .
The zone is below 3,500' and receives less than 15" of rainfall annually. Since 1985,
the moisture pattern for the Great Basin was drier than it had been for fifty years. Drier
years occurring in the last 350 years were 1930-40, 1840-50 and 1775-85 (Miller
1991).
Vegetation include shrubs like sagebrush, bitterbrush, rabbitbrush, and chokecherry;
and grasses, such as wheatgrass, pinegrass, Idaho fescue, Sandberg bluegrass,
cheatgrass; and forbs like arrowleaf balsam root, yarrow, lupine, penstemon, and
phlox. For a list of plants associated with this zone, see The Sagebrush Grass
Ecosystem by Ed Chaney, 1974.
No vegetatlo. o •• 01111 slope - 1936

Trees are primarily limited to creek bottoms and north-facing slopes. Moisture is the
limiting factor to tree establishment.
External effects, such as grazing and fires, have a pronounced impact on the ecological
succession. Overgrazing and repeated fires reduce the ability of the site to establish
bunch-grasses and perpetuate the sagebrush. Recent fires on the land, such as the 1992
Foothills Fire, have a pronounced effect in altering the ecosystem, including the
catastrophic removal of all vegetation. Hydrophobic soil is caused by heat which
bakes the soil, causing a brick-like surface impervious to water. Moisture will not
infiltrate and plant seeds cannot germinate.

Vegetative recovery - 1992
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It takes as much as 100 years for trees like ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir to become

THE TRANSITION ZONE

established in this zone, primarily on north-facing slopes. Photographs taken 55 years
ago indicate heavy grazing in the area. Few trees were growing due to frequent fires ..
These photos were taken just prior to the Foothills Fire, illustrating the change.

The Transition Zone lies between the General Forest Zone to the Foothill Zone.
Unlike the Foothill Zone, the transition forest is not a continuum. There are sev~ral
areas displaying these zonal characteristics. The more northerly areas of the BOIse
River and Payette River systems are examples. Elevations of this zone can vary from
3,500' to 5,000', depending on the location. Annual rainfall may vary.!"om 15" to
30". The slopes are generally south and west facing with a few excepl1Ons.

The Forest is approximately 120 miles long north and south and 60 miles wide east to
west. Extended wet-dry cycles are not uniform over the entire forest . The Foothill
Zone is more influenced by the Great Basin climate. The rest of the Forest is
influenced by Pacific weather patterns coming from the west (Kjelstrom 1989).

The Boise Front directly north of the city of Boise, stretching east to Lucky Peak
Dam, has a diff~rent Transition Zone than the rest of the Forest. The primary conifer
species found here is Douglas-fir. Douglas-fir habitat types have the broadest range of
environmental conditions (Crane, Fisher 1986).

Insects, disease, and many animal species are a part of this ecosystem; however, they
do not have long term impacts on plant succession and only partly on vegetative
composition. There have been outbreaks of grasshoppers and high population cycles of
deer and rabbits. Natural predators and prey relationships have historically developed
before any animals had much effect on vegetative change.

A good example of south-facing slopes and the appearance of Douglas-fir can b~
viewed as you travel from Boise to Bogus Basin . The influence of the Great B~m
weather pattern and elevation could be two reasons for the lack of ponderosa pme
which has historically allowed the development of Douglas-fir stands (McCune 1982).

The Foothill Zone is more influenced by its proximity to the desert than it is with
moisture-slope variables. If this were not true, an elevation, moisture, and temperature
graph could reasonably predict what tree species and habitat associations would occur.

The transition forest can be viewed north and east of Lucky Peak Nursery along
Highway 21 (see Mores Cr. Canyon photo).

Familiarity with the Forest will reveal Forest vegetative composition at 5,000-6,000'
elevation on the southern portion is more arid than sites the same elevation on the rest
of the Forest. There are some geological and soil differences, however. The northsouth and east-west position of lands within the Forest appears to be a greater force.
There are several notable characteristics which demonstrate this and are discussed in
the zone delineations.

Mores Creek Canyon: Typical view of tbe lransltlon forest.
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A sharp contrast of vegetation presence between north and south-facing slopes
indicates the severely limited establishment of trees by moisture and temperature. On
south-facing slopes, vegetation consists of shrubs and grasses while a mixture of
Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine is found on north-facing slopes, with Douglas-fir
dominating.

descends from north to south. These three transition zones make up approximately
200,OO'J acres.
Fire occurrence at 15-20 year intervals has been responsible for these types of forest
stands. Brush species, such as snowberry, serviceberry and spirea, are absent and
grasses and forbs are more common.

Young Douglas-fir trees are highly susceptible to fire mortality and, where fires have
occurred, there is more ponderosa pine. Tree defoliators, such as the tussock moth, are
part of the historical development of these stands. Records indicate periodic outbreaks
lasting from five to ten years (Tunnock, et al 1985).

The area between the South Fork and the Middle Fork of the Boise River, referred to
as Smith's Prairie is also an area containing a mixture of transition forests. The basalt
formation has soil~ favoring Douglas-fir over ponderosa pine. However, there is a
sharp contrast between north and south-facing slopes. Stands along the river. tend to
have more Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine increases in density north of the nver. The
Foothills Fire of 1992 burned and destroyed most of these stands. Aging some of the
large fire-killed Douglas-fir trees revealed the absence of stand replacing fires in this
area for at least 300 years.

The other Transition Zones are in the western portion of the Forest, north of Emmett
and along the south-facing slopes of the Payette and Boise Rivers. The area between
the Payette River and Squaw Creek, sometimes referred to as Dry Buck, has a much
different type of transition forest than the one previously discussed.
Most of these soils have a basalt origin . The elevation is somewhat lower and there is
a more pronounced effect of the Pacific moisture system. The area is more dissected
and fluvial action has created more slope aspects and smaller slope exposure with a
variety of microsite influences existing.

The basalt soils at mid-elevations included unique sagebrush types. Shallow clay soils
over bedrock support fuzzy sagebrush, while the deeper clay soils support alkali and
low sagebrush. These sites, under normal conditions, act as firebreaks.

Ponderosa pine habitat types are the predominant stands. North exposures have a
mixture of Douglas-fir (see Plate #17b). Most of this area was logged in the late
1800's and early 1900's and the tree ages are much younger than the Douglas-fir
stands of the Boise Front.

Homesteading and cattle ranching strongly influenced the area over the last 100 years.
Early day settlers noted the presence of Indians who came to the area to hunt rodents
(Interview with Pete Ireland, Oct. 1992). The open grass-like prairie land was
influenced by Indian-caused fires (Steele 1986) and later by cultivation of the fields by
settlers (Ransel, Durand 1985).

Brush-grass is more common on south-facing slopes where moisture, temperature and
fire history are the controlling factors (see Plates #6a & b).

Fifty percent of the approximate 54,000 acres are privately owned. The previously
recorded largest ponderosa pine in Idaho was found here, an indicator of the time
between catastrophic fires like the Foothills Fire of 1992.

The transition areas of the south-facing slopes of the Payette and Boise Rivers have
well-drained granitic soils. Elevation and xeric (dry) conditions are ml , h more
favorable for ponderosa pine. These areas stretch from Banks to Grandjean on the
Payette River and from Lucky Peak Dam to Alexander Flats on the Boise River.
Past grazing and fires have kept these areas in shrubs and grass with open grown older
ponderosa pine. Areas protected from fire and where domestic livestock grazing has
been limited, now support stands of ponderosa pine 60-80 years old (see Plate#16b).
Where fires occurred at regular intervals, these areas show little change in the last 100
years (see Plates #6a & band 14a & b).
As previously noted, the Payette and Boise Rivers flow from north to south and the
farther north, the greater the elevation. This is not true for the portion of the Forest
within the Salmon River drainage, since it flows from south to north. The elevation
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THE GENERAL FOREST ZONE

Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)

The General Forest Zone covers 85% of the Forest. Elevation varies from 3,500' to
7,500' , and moisture from 25" to SO" annually, much of it, snow. This excludes the
Frank Church River of No Return Wildemess and Sawtooth Wilderness portions of the
Boise Forest, administered by other forests (FEIS, BNF 1990).

This tree occurs from lower to mid elevation of the zone, 3,000' to 6,000' . There are
trees below and above these elevations, but, this is the most favorable range.
Ponderosa, sometimes called yellow pine because of the color, is the most fire resistant
tree. M ~ture trees with their thick bark are able to withstand intense fire while the
youngC1. seedlings and saplings are often able to withstand moderate fire (Crane,
Fischer 1986).

The General Forest Zone is approximately 1,700,000 acres, of which 1,3 I 7;94 I acres
are productive timber land, although much of it is not commercially viable. The 1985
timber inventory records show the following timber types making up these commercial
timber land acres: Douglas-fir, 584,253; ponderosa pine, 305,522; grand fir, 49,928;
Engelmann spruce, 19,3 14; subalpine fir, 181 ,815; and lodgepole pine, 169,856.

Ponderosa pine is adaptive and is found in a variety of habitats. ~t is dr~ug~t resistant
with a deep root system. On good growing sites, such as the BoIse Basm, It may grow
over 112" in diameter and a foot in height annually (see Plate #43b).
In other less favorable conditions, the trees grow more slowly. The Boise Forest
provides a number of habitat types for ponderosa, which are on the lower side of
commercial suitability.

There are eight species of conifer trees that have unique characteristics and that
respond differently to their environments. Different environments produce varying
degrees of productivity. The 1985 inventory indicates 75% of the productive timber
land produces less than 55 cubic feet per acre per year, or in 100 years, less than
10,000 board feet (BNF Inventory 1985). A short discussion of each tree species
describes the succession and composition of such stands.

A common ground cover with ponderosa pine is ceanothus (Ceanothus velutinus).
This shiny-leafed evergreen shrub is an integral part of the ecosystem and ma~ appear
as an early seral (plant communities replaced with successional changes) SpecIes after
logging or fires. Studies indicate the presence of ceanoth~s in old gro~h. stands also
(Conard, et al 1982). Ceanothus has a unique seed longeVIty. The seed IS In a hard seed
coat. A resin plug keeps moisture out. The seeds may be viable up to 4O<;J years. FIres
melt the resin plug and the seed can germinate. Much of the area burned In the 1989
fire in Lowman is now covered with young ceanothus plants.
The most common insects to attack ponderosa pine are bark beetles. These attacks
have been limited and usually run their course in three years (Bark Beetle Report, BNF
199 I). Historically, frequent ground fires have aided ponderosa pine propagation
(Steele, et al 1986). This is not unique to the Boise Forest. Other studies of the
species validate this (Veblen, Lorenz 1990).
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Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzies;')

Grand fir (Abies grandis)

Mature Douglas-fir exhibit a high resistance to fire similar to ponderosa pine. The
exception is the vulnerability of younger trees (McCune 1982).

This species has a limited range on the Forest, generally occurring between 5,000' and
6,000' in the northwest portion. It can be found in the South Fork of the Salmon River
drainage and North Fork and Upper Middle Fork of the Payette River drainage.
Isolated trees are found in the central portion of the Forest.

Douglas-fir, also called red fir, is found throughout the General Forest Zone. At lower
elevations, it occurs mostly on north-facing slopes and occurs within most of the
ponderosa pine stands. Douglas-fir is more shade tolerant than ponderosa pine,
thriving under shady, closed canopies.

Grand fir requires moist sites; however, the grand fir on the Boise Forest appears to be
a genetic cross between the North Idaho grand fir and the Sierran white fir (Abies
concolor, var. lowiana). This hybrid adapts to drier sites (Steele, Geir-Hayes 1982).

Recurring fires have been responsible for establishing several age classes of Douglasfir on north-facing slopes where moisture and temperatures more favorable. The
presence of old growth ponderosa pine in this stand indicates the existence of pine
stands in the past (see South Fork timber photo).

The principal location of grand fir stands or white fir is west of the North Fork of the
Payette River above Banks and continuing north to the Forest boundary at No Business
Lookout. The slopes are primarily east-facing. Most of the western larch (Larix
oCcidentalis) is associated with grand fir.

Typically, these slopes have a much thicker shrub cover of ninebark, snowberry,
huckleberry, and twinberry than the warmer, drier south-facing slopes.

Grand fir stands tend to have closed canopies. The undergrowth may be dense with
huckleberry brush or open with a wide variety of perennial forbs. This species is not
as resistant to fire as ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir, and is highly susceptible to
Western spruce budworm and tussock moth. Older trees are generally infected with
heart rot, Indian paint fungus (Crane, Fischer 1986) and are not a highly desirable
commercial species.

Pure stands of Douglas-fir generally occur above 5,000', except for north-facing
slopes. There are stands having diversified age structure, but there are also even-aged
stands, suggesting fire has been responsible for stand replacement and weather patterns
and wet-dry cycles correlate successful establishment. Dry cycles limit and wet cycles
favor stand establishment.
The upper elevation, 6,500' to 7,500' , where Douglas-fir can be found , is more open
grown and trees tend to be older and larger, over four feet in diameter with an
understory of lodgepole, subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce. Open glades on southfacing slopes with pinegrass and elk sedge are common.
The Douglas-fir tussock moth and Western Spruce budworrn both attack Douglas-fir,
primarily when it is associated with grand fir and subalpine fir. True firs are the
preferred host species.
The gen~'\'31 health of the forest declines during drought years. Lack of moisture
causes trees to become stressed, making them more favorable food for bark beetles and
defoliators (budworrn and tussock moth).
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Western larcb (Larix occidenllllis)

Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta)

Western larch, or tamarack, grows mainly with grand fir. Larch is associated with the
upper range of moisture in the General Forest Zone and has fire resistant
characteristics similar to ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir.

Lodgepole pine is commonly found between 6,000' and 7,000' elevation and is most
prevalent in the Bear Valley and Landmark areas. Investigations indicate the presence
of lodgepole stands for several hundred years which have been periodically replaced
Dy fires. Total stand replacement is common. Old, charred stumps and buried char
exist in mest of the 100-year-old stands.

Larch can live 600 years and is affected less by insects and disease than other conifer
species. The most noticeable characteristic in larch is the annual loss of its needles, a
surprising characteristic in a conifer.

Regular interval fires do not allow advanced successional species, such as Douglas-fir,
to become established. If the period of time is long enough, other species 00 become a
part of the stand diversity, such as subalpine fir, Douglas-fir and Engelmann spruce.

The distribution of larch follows the pattern of the grand fir (Little 1971). There are
only a few stands of pure larch and even though it is a seral species in the grand fir
type, periodic fires allow a continuation of the present distribution. It has good
longevity and young trees have good growth rates (McCune 1982; Steele, Geir-Hayes
1987). Grand fir, subalpine fir, twinberry and huckleberry are generally found growing
with larch .

Areas with a short growing season, where average temperatures are well below the
forest averages and snowpack is the greatest, are the most suitable sites for lodgepole.
Lodgepole pine is a pioneer species in the successional development of other stands.
Historical photographs indicate a larger distribution of lodgepole now than 100 years
ago. Lodgepole pine is a prolific seed-producer. Open areas created by fires, logging
and road construction provide an excellent seed bed.
Lodgepole pine has a shorter longevity and is subject to epidemic outbreaks of
mountain pine beetle. Surveys indicate beetle outbreaks in Bear Valley in the early
1900's (Smith 1983). A comparison of photographs between 1920 and now shows the
replacement of the insect-killed trees (see Plates #55a & b, 56a & b).
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Engelmann spruce (Picea engeimanil)

THE ALPINE ZONE

Spruce trees are primarily associated with wet areas and tend to be at the 5,500' to
7,000' elevation level. Streamsides, marshy wet areas, bogs and lakesides are typical
spruce habitat. Stands of pure spruce are not common.

This is the highest elevation area on the forest, above 7,500' and rising to 9,500', and
contains 300,000 acres. Vegetation, in the lower portion is often dense while the
upper portion is sparse, often above timberline.

The stands are small, generally less than twenty acres. High moisture-holding
capability of the soil seems to be required for spruce growth. The soil-hydrological
function of spruce areas appears to be easily altered. On areas where logging occurred
or fires removed the spruce trees, several characteristics were observed.

The Alpine Zone is generally inaccessible by road. The Trinity Lakes and West
Mountain areas are roaded and provide excellent views of the Alpine Zone. Roads to
Forest Service lookouts also provide good views of these areas.

The altered sites did not have the right conditions for spruce regeneration. There was
an increase in sedges and slumps of erosion were evident. Conversely, undisturbed
spruce areas were able to maintain a more stable composition.
Wet sites in stream bottoms and moist areas are not as subject to fire and spruce is a
moderate seed producer. These two variables help maintain the spruce stands (Crane,
Fischer 1986). Fire can easily kill Engelmann spruce. The bark is thin and low, dead
and dry branches make it extremely vulnerable to fire.
Accordi ng to long term weather patterns (McCune 1982), the past 100 years have been
the warmest period in the past 1,000 years. Local droughts, such as occurred from
1987-the early 1990's, have an adverse impact on spruce regeneration. Many of the
formerly live streams were either dry or intermittent, indicating much drier conditions
than normal. Lack of natural fi re cycles and increased tree density on these sites could
decrease perennial streams.
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Subalpine fir (Abies lasioearpa)

Whitebark pine (Pinus albiealis)

Subalpine fir occurs in the Alpine Zone and is the dominant species. Historical events,
such as fires and insect infestations have promoted lodgepole .,ine and Englemann
spruce as components of these stands.

Whitebark pine appears to be a climax species or nearly so at high elevation timberline
locations (Crane, Fischer 1986). The tree can grow to be 500 years old (Crane,
Fischer 1986). Growing conditions are very harsh and trees are often deformed by
s~·ere wind and heavy snowpack (Steele, et aI1981). Appearing to be a lodgepole
pine, a closer look reveals five needles per cluster (lodgepole pine has two).

This species has a much shorter longevity than most trees and is highly sensitive to
fire. Thin bark means low intensity fires can kill mature trees. The foliage grows to
the ground, ;:reating a fire ladder which kills the tree.

Whitebark pine is only moderately resistant to fire. The threat of fire is greatly. .
reduced there is scarce ground cover and growing conditions for other tree species IS
not favorable. Fires are likely to be small and of low intensity.

Subalpine fir is highly susceptible to both the Western spruce budworm and the
Douglas-fir Tussock Moth. An epidemic of the defoliators can kill thousands of acres
of trees. Quite often, fire will completely destroy a subalpine forest. Douglas-fir is
prevalent in the new replacement stands.

AGE

RINGS PER INCH
1992 -1982

RINGS PER INCH
1971 - 1981

Subalpine fir

100

9

7

Engelmann spruce

100

13

12

Lodgepole pine

100

14

8

TREE SPECIES

Fire behavior varies with density of the tree cover. Dense stands around high
mountain lakes have burned in the past. These fires have burned most of the trees and
new stands are a mixture of whitebark, subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce. On dry
hillsides and ridgetops, the whitebark trees are more scattered and tend to be older
(Gruell 1980).
High elevations make for a very short growing season with few frost-free days.
Flowers bloom in mid-July and the first signs of fall begin in late August or early
September.
The soil in these high elevation areas is fragile and past use by domestic sheep grazing
has reduced much of the ground cover and soil erosion has occurred. Some of these
areas have not been grazed for thirty years and the area is still slowly recovering.
Whitebark pine is not a commercial species.

Figure 2. Growth Comparison of Tree Species In Alpine Zone

The growing seasons are short in the Alpine Zone, with mean temperatures being
much lower than the rest of the forest; however, subalpine fir is adaptive to these
conditions and trees can grow at moderate rates (McCane 1982). Three increment
boring samples were taken near Trinity Mountain at 9,000 feet elevation.
Drought conditions in the last seven years have resulted from a 20% reduction in
annual average precipitation. Increment boring comparisons indicated less effect on
the subalpine fir. Trees were all open grown and approximately the same age.
Lodgepole pine appeared to be the most affected. This elevation is the upper range for
both lodgepole pine and spruce.
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The more open, lower elevation, foothill region of the Forest has undergone structural
changes as well as the forested portions. The area once dominated by heavy stands of
perennial grasses has changed to a mixture of mature sagebrush, annual grasses and
forbs (Renner 1936).

Summary
The development of a plant community, whether it is a shrub-grass or forest type,
responds to both biotic (living) and abiotic factors. Vegetation changes can be abrupt
or gradual. The development of a forest ecosystem generally takes longer than the
destruction or elimination of certain components.

Fires prior to the time of domestic livestock grazing were not as disruptive to the
ecosystem (World Resources Institute, 1990). The incr:ase of older sag.ebrush and
introduction of cheatgrass has allowed larger and more Intense fires dunng the last half
of this century.

Tree stands occur in two patterns: even-aged and all-aged trees. Landscape mosaics
are a blending and mixing of species, age classes and size differences. Varying shades
of green add to the visual diversity.
The tr~ species present in the Boise Forest have remained constant for the past several
hundred years. A century of change has altered the composition and structural
diversity, and landscape patterns have been influenced by both natural and personcaused events.
Person-caused effects (fires, logging, grazing and mining) have created a younger and
denser forest than existed a century ago. Individual trees, stands (groups of trees), and
groups of stands have all undergone change because of insects, diseases, wildfires, and
the presence or absence of settler and Indian fires. Cyclic weather patterns and the
exclusion of fire may be the single most important factors causing change.
Fires and insects and disease have been a part of the Forest ecology since the
beginning influences. Prior to 1900, fire was the principal regulator of the Forest.
Fires were both large and small, depending upon location and burning conditions.
Photographs taken at the tum of the century illustrate how openings were continually
being created (see Plates #S7a, 74a, and 76a).
By comparing the photoplates, several noticeable changes can be seen. The stands are
more even-aged and densely stocked than 100 years ago. There is less acreage of
ponderosa pine and more acreage of Douglas-fir, subalpine fir and lodgepole pine in
recent photos. There are fewer snags (dead trees) in stands not being attacked by
insects and less structural diversity.
Environmental conditions are varied and the resulting plant communities respond
differently. The structure of trees appears as either even-aged or all-aged. Fire
resistant trees, such as ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir tend to form in more all-aged
stands. Trees like grand fir and subalpine fir will tend to form in even-aged stands
(Grossman, Hamlet 1969). Past logging practices have tended to promote more evenaged stands (see Plates #26b, 27b and 60b).
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Conclusion

Inches Above and Below Normal Rainfall

This book, through repeat photography, illustrates changes occurring within the Forest
over a century of time. The photographs and narrative show past events, such as fires,
insect attacks and disease, to be an integral part of the ecosystem and to have had an
influence for centuries. Human settlement and related activities have been a
significant factor the last one hundred years, and indigenous human activities for many
centuries prior to settlement.
Perhaps the biggest change in ecosystems on the Boise Forest is in the Foothill Zone.
Historical records indicate an abundance of perennial grasses with sagebrush. The
impact of domestic grazing and uncontrolled use led to considerable damage to the
resource. Not only was the vegetation degraded, the soil itself began to erode (Spence,
Woolej 1936). The stability of the foothills has been affected by the disappearance of
other plants. Lichens (small plants composed of fungus and algae) serve as an
indicator of stable plant communities (Broad 1989). The lack of lichens has allowed
fires to have a more predominant role of disturbance by keeping the foothills in a
perpetual, beginning seral stage (Rosenstreter 1984).

Figure 3. Correladoa of Averaee A.aual Acres Buraed to Average Predpltadoa
The comparison of the graphs illustrates how delicate the balance of normal moisture
and drought conditions can be.
During the previous three decades, precipitation was at normal levels and an average of
3,475 acres burned each year. With below normal rainfall since 1986 an average of
56,000 acres has burned each year.

Overgrazing continued until the 1920's and the downward trend of perennial
vegetation began before the tum of the century. Studies initiated in the 1930's
indicated a serious depletion of the rangeland (Renner 1936).

There are other considerations causing an increase in the number of burned acres in the
last 10 years. Historical studies in the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness
indicate an annual burn of over 12,000 acres prior to an era of fire exclusion. These
recurring annual fires helped minimize the number of stand replacing large fires per
decade (Fire Management Plan 1990).

Weather cycles the past one hundred years have compounded the problem of recovery
(Voth 1979). Fires in the last twenty years have burned much of the older mature
sagebrush and considerable acres have been planted to perennial grasses, which tend to
hinder the establishment of shrubs.

Fire suppression effectiveness since 1958, and the end of Indian and settler fires has
resulted in a marked reduction in frequency and extent of wildfire as an influence on
the landscape (GrueIl1983). Previous cycles of periodic fires (human- and lightningcaused) suggest the need for wild land managers to consider restoring fire in the
environment.

Grazing has continued with regulated use. The ecosystem existing prior to the 1880's
took many years to develop. There is a desire by all the land managing agencies to see
this land managed within the approximate biological parameters of historical
variability; however, recovery of this ecosystem will take many years (Chaney 1974).
Photographs taken in the early 1900's show a lack of vegetative cover and the pattern
of change was taking place then (see Plates # Ia, 2a, 5a, and 20a & b).

The Transition Zone is a gradual change from the Foothill Zone to the more interior
General Forest Zone. Ecosystems change by transition and not along clearer defined
lines. Slope aspects are more definitive than slope elevations.

Vegetative changes are brought about by many variables; however, there are certain
correlations. The relationship of amount of acres burned and the precipitation received
indicates this. The context of the relationship is not year by year, but in terms of
longer periods of time. The following graphs illustrate these two variables.
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The Transition Zone is a mixture of shrub-grass types and forests. "Forest" in this
context follows the traditional meaning - "an area covered with trees" (Allan 1950).
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There are commercial stands of timber in the Transition Zone and the areas close to
settlements were logged in the late 1800's and early 1900's. Both logging and grazing
have influenced the vegetative change (Boise Payette Lumber Co. Inventory 1915).
Sawmills were constructed as close to communities as possible and where road access
was practical. The method of transporting lumber by horse and wagon was a slow
process. The investment of constructing a sawmill required a good source of logs and
the areas around these sawmills were essentially clear cut. Ponderosa pine was the
most sought-after tree (Cascade Commercial Club Report 1920). Pine stands were
primarily open grown and did not have much brush cover because of the frequencies
of fires. These logged-off areas have returned to ponderosa pine with a mixture of
Douglas-fir. The north-facing slopes have more Douglas-fir. These 60-80- year-old
stands are much more susceptiblc to fires than the open old growth stands that once
existed.
The higher elevation portions of the Transition Zone, primarily the area north of Boise
has not changed in structure or composition to the degree seen in the logged-off areas.
The influence of the hotter, more intense fires during the last half of this century has
reduced some three hundred year old stands to early successional stages.
The General Forest Zone, which is the northern and more interior portion, displays a
broad spectrum of change. Disturbance by mining was severe. However, the acreage
affected was relatively small. Hydraulic and dredge mining did have an adverse effect
on the land. Soil and much of the vegetation was removed (see Plates #39 a & b, 40a
& b, 44a & b). The recovery of the Forest on these mined areas has been slow. The
presence of plants, such as willows, aspen, mountain maple, and lodgepole, has
replaced the more climax ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir stands that once grew there.

South Fork of tbe Payette River Canyon: Fire created a regulated ecosystem and a
diverse landscape.

Insects and disease have had both direct and indirect influences on shaping the Forest.
Insects kill trees. Groups of insects, such as the bark beetles, are classified in the
Genus Dendroctanus, which means "tree killer". Specific insects attack specific trees,
pointing out the natural relationships within an ecosystem. Bark beetles kill trees by
boring through the bark and laying their eggs; then the emerging larvae eat the
cambium and the pattern of galleries surround and girdle the tree, causing its death.
Other insects, such as the budworrn and tussock moth, are defoliators, eating the
foliage off the tree. Severe attacks over a period of several years result in the death of
the tree.

There are several areas within the General Forest illustrating the changes in established
stands of trees prior to the 1900's. North-facing slopes on the Payette River from
Banks to Lowman serve to illustrate how both age class and species composition are
affected by fire over time.
The fire cycle has created a regulated ecosystem and a diverse landscape. This is wellillustrated in the South Fork of the Payette River Canyon (see Timber Point photo).
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Insects are always present and their increase in numbers, called epidemics, are cyclic.
The reasons for these epidemics are not fully understood; however, as with fires and
precipitation, there appears to be weather-related correlations. Moisture and
temperature are related to population numbers. The effect insects have on stand density
and age class composition varies by tree species. Bark beetles tend to kill ponderosa
pine and Douglas-fir in smaller clumps. Bark beetles in lodgepole pine cause mortality
to larger stands. Severe attacks by budworrn and tussock moth kill complete forests of
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grand fir, Alpine fir and Douglas-fir. Attacks by defoliators, along with fires, have
maintained stand replacement of subalpine fir and grand fir in the upper elevations of
the General Forest Zone.

north and east-facing slopes. Stand replacement on elevations below 6,000' have
generally been successful. In the higher elevations, where ponderosa pine and
Douglas-fir have been harvested, more grand fir, subalpine fir and lodgepole pine
stands exist. This indicates more successional changes.

The tussock moth has killed thousands of acres this past decade, primarily at the
6,500' -7,500' elevation. These areas are likely to burn in the near future and new
even-aged stands of subalpine fir are to be expected (see photo showing mortality east
of Featherville).

Lodgepole pine, grand fir and subalpine fir areas have been replaced with more
lodgepole. True grand fir sites have continued to be stocked with grand fir.
Spruce regeneration in the logged areas is not as successful and more lodgepole has
invaded these sites. Lodgepole appears to be a very adaptive tree.
The higher elevation Alpine Zone, because of less opportunity for disturbance,
generally has had less change than any other area. The vegetation is generally more
sparse and lower mean temperatures are not suited. for insect build-up, so fires and
insects are not as prevalent.
The photographs do show significant increases in tree cover the past 100 years. This is
due in past to a lack of fires, although weather cycles played a key role. Fires
normally can be more easily suppressed at these locations and 35 years of effective
protection have had some influence on change (see Plates #32a & b, 74a & b, 75a & b,
76a & b, and 77a & b) . Ground cover has been depleted by domestic sheep grazing
and more recently by recreation use. The high elevation plant communities are easily
disturbed and impacts become cumulative on these fragile ecosystems.
In terms of vegetative change, history has repeated itself many times on the Boise
National Forest. The landscape design, with its patterns of green and texture of trees,
has shifted positions, as illustrated by the photographs in this book. The land is
resilient and the Forest will continue to change in response to prevailing conditions.

Feat"erville: FadlDg trees aloDg tbls ridge near Featbenille bear testimoDY to tussock
mot .. atlacks.

Diseases of trees may cause some mortality but generally have a more subtle and
indirect effect on stand composition. Dwarf mistletoe, a plant parasite, reduces the
vigor in older trees but can kill young trees (EIS, BNF 1990). Diseases such as root
rot weaken trees and make them more susceptible to insect attacks as well as windfall.
Timber harvesting has occurred in the General Forest Zone for over a century but the
rate of cutting has not been constant (Smith 1983). Most of the logged ponderosa
pine and Douglas-fir stands were old growth with a mixture of other ages. Clearcutting converted most of these stands to even-age. The more productive sites
generally have ponderosa pine on south and west-facing slopes and Douglas-fir on
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Repeat Photography

photography work during the 30's and 40's, opening a photo studio in Cascade.
According to Mrs. John Hasbrouck of Cascade (daughter of George R. Nock), John
Nock also owned and operated a steam threshing machine which appears in Plate
#27(Cantrall threshing photo, Plate # 27).

Management of a healthy forest is made more difficult without a historical framework
to contrast the vegetative changes over a period of time. The process of repeat
photography provides this framework and allows the observer to observe the
ecological responses to natural and person-caused events.

When the Rainbow Bridge was new in the early 1930's, a photographer named
Thomas Evans took the view seen in Plate # 49. He was born in 1908 in High Valley,
Idaho, to Tom and Lucy Evans. The elder Tom Evans was a forest ranger in the
Council area and the young Thomas learned to develop and print photographs from his
mother in the rustic settings of the forest where they lived. He later pursued his
photographic business from a studio in Nyssa, Oregon.

Repeat photography is the process of relocating an old r.amera station, reoccupying the
original camera position, and taking a new photograph of the same scene (Rogers et
al. 1984). The first step in this procedure is to gather old photographs, available from
many different sources. For this study, the Idaho State Historical Society was a
significant source. The Society provides a convenient source of historical photos,
indexed by geographic location or subject, and often furnishing information
concerning the date and location. Where this information was lacking, it was
necessary to determine an approximate date from the visual images contained in the
photos or information gathered from families of early day settlers. A number of the
photos were obtained from these pioneers who graciously shared their family albums
and collections, as well as anecdotes from the past. Several photographic collections
from Boise State University Special Collections Archives, as well as those made
available by the Boise National Forest, Bureau of Reclamation, Idaho City Museum,
Cascade Library, and Elmore County Museum were invaluable sources.

Most of the photos used date back to the tum of the century, with the oldest being
taken in the 1870's and the most recent in 1939. Approximately 200 camera sites were
visited and photo matches taken in these locations; however, for the purpose of this
study, only 77 were used as a representative sample of all areas contained within the
Boise National Forest. in determining photographs to use for this project, the scene
had to contain identifiable land features, such as topographic features or geologic
formations, to be used as photo reference points to relocate the approximate photo
point (Gruell 1983). Many original camera points have been altered by road building,
excavating, or reservoir construction, making it necessary to accept approximate
matches. In many instances, vegetation screened the view, making it impossible to see
the original perspective (Veblen and Lorenz 1991).

The majority of the photographs used were taken by unknown photographers, or
indicated by name only, but some information was available:

The search for the exact camera position required a trial and error process, repeatedly
moving the camera until the scene best matched the original (Rogers 1982). The
process of locating the camera point demanded several hours for most sites, and others
necessitated travelling back to the site on one or more occasions, when air quality was
most favorable and the tir.;e of day ali owed for a match of the shadows in the original
picture. When the identifiable feature was located, the camera was lined up to center
the scene as nearly as possible. The spaces of sky and foreground were paired, then
left and right aspects were adjusted. Objects such as rocks, trees, and stream features
were helpful to adjust foreground views. The process of refining the exact match was
a learning experience. Objects in the photographs sometimes were overlooked during
first examination. More obscure and subtle features of the original photo were
identified by using a magnifying lens. In several instances, old monarch trees were
found which had survived several fires since the original picture was taken and were
still standing.

A colorful and multi-talented photographer of the 1880's. ?rofessor Gilbert Butler
artistically painted background scenes for photograph galleries that were publicized in
the Idaho World of Idaho City on July 16, 1880. Professor Gilbert, while reknowned
as an artist and photographer, also acted as schoolmaster, mining engineer and
surveyor, organizer and director of the town band, operator of the weather station for
the U.S. Signal Corps, an amateur astronomer, and director of local theatricals (Hart,
1990) (see Idaho City Cemetery picture, Plate # 43a).
John A. and brother George R. Nock came from Oklahoma in the early 1900's. They
were early day photographers who developed the skill, not only taking of photographs,
but also processing film . It is known that the Nock brothers worked at tum -of- the
centurj sawmills (see Pugh Mill photo, Plate # 17.) After working at the mill during
the day, they processed their film in a covered wagon at night. In 1907, John Nock
traveled to Canada, taking photographs along the way, which paid for the expenses of
the trip (according to Elwood Pugh). John's brother, George, remained active with
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Precise measurements were kept, indicating township, range, and section, as well as
calculations pinpointing the camera position in relation to a pennanent reference point.
This infonnation, as well as observations on forest condition and composition, should
facilitate retaking the photos at these locations in years to come. A field data fonn
(Figure 5) is helpful in recording the needed infonnation. (Rogers 1982).

Plates
The Plates are divided into four parts: Part One, Plates I through 4, are in the Foothill
Zone, Part Two, Plates 5 through 21, in the Transition Zone, Part Three, Plates 22 .
through 72 in the General Forest Zone, and Part Four, Plates 73 through 77, the A1pme
Zone.

The film and equipment used in the original photographs could not be duplicated.
Some of the old cameras featured pennanently affixed telephoto lens causing a lack of
a three-dimensional look in some pictures. The backgrounds appeared to be closer
than they were. If, in trying to duplicate the photo exactly, the background was
enlarged, the size of the foreground objects was distorted. It was necessary to
compromise, in some cases, to keep the dimensions of the view as much the same as
possible. The cameras used for this project were a Pentax single lens reflex, K I 000,
with a Vivitar 28x70 zoom lens, and an Olympus IN, with a 28x200 zoom lens. All
photos were taken with the use of a tripod. Both yellow and green filters were used;
the yellow filter was most effective on days when the sky contained some clouds,
although it caused considerable washout on foregrounds consisting of dried vegetation.
The green filter was used to bring out the sharp contrast desired in accentuating tree
foliage definition (Shipman 1977). Kodak TMax 100 and 125 Pan-X black and white
film gave the best results; however, the TMax 400 also gave adequate resolution. An
8mm camcorder was used to store infonnation concerning each site and to narrate the
obvious changes between the original and the current situation.

Locations of camera points are given by township, range and section as located On the
U.S. Forest Service map (Secondary Base Series Maps, Revised 1987). Locational
tenns used to indicate the positions of objects in the photographs are indicated in
Figure 4. Fore more detailed description of the location of the photo points, see
Appendix A.

Negatives were not available for most of the original photographs. For the most part,
the negatives and prints of the originals were made in a professional studio. In cases
where it was not possible to remove the photograph from the private collection, a
photo stand was used in the field to duplicate the original. A set of Rokunar macro or
close-up lenses, including +1, +2, and +4, were used separately and together. All of
the copies duplicated for this study were made outdoors in bright shade. Bright
sunlight produces shadows and can cause exposure difficulties (Keppler 1991).

Upper left

Upper center

Upper right

Left background

Center background

Right background

Left center

Center

Right center

Left midground

Center midground

Right midground

Lower left

Lower center

Lower right

Left foreground

Center foreground

Right foreground

I

Figure 4. Locational Terms Used to Indicate the Posltioa of Objects la Photognplas

The sources of photographs are abbreviated as follows: Idaho State Historical Society
(ISHS), U.S. Forest Service, (USFS), Boise State University Library (BSUL), Elmore
County Museum (ECM), and Bureau of Reclamation (B of R).
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Interviews
R~t

1.
••

2.

Number

Photoan.phy Field

PhorosnpMr _ _ _ _ __

3.

O~te

_ __

Bean, Woodrow, Cascade, ID, July 22, 1992

_

S. Ori, iRill c:bte _ _ _ __
M.tuh _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

Ori&!n;al photop;aphcr
Time of doy: OrI....1

7.

Sourc. of ori,IN.1 _ _ _ _ __

9.

O~u

8.

DeHass, Laura Evans, Cascade, ID, September 8, 1992

IntermeeU.lle phot05 _ _ _ __

Cox, Lafe, Johnson Creek Ranch, July 18, 1992

Camen ;and film InfotrNtion:
a. RoIl/fratne _ _
b.

Hasbrouck, Leilani (Mrs. John), phone interview, November, 1992

Facln.

c. Hciaht
d. Dip ..&10 _ _

Kerby, Marion, Cascade, ID, July 17, 1992

e. Strike

Ireland, Pete, Meridian, ID, October, 3 1992

f.

Lens

..

Vtewanp:_

h.

Apenure _ _

Matthews, Gratia Bacon, Round Valley, ID, July 19, 1992
Patterson Horace, Cascade, ID, March 9, 1976, (Idaho Bicentennial Commission's Oral
History Project, Cascade Library)

Foe ...
Exposu" _ _

10.

k.

film

I.

FiIUr
L...tlon:

Alt.ltude

11.

Vqeu.t lon:

12.

Comments:

Pugh, Elwood, Emmett, ID, August 31,1992, and November, 1992
udtudc _ _ _

......Iwde _ _ _

LcpI _ _ _ _ __

General desulpUon

Flgure 5. Fleld Data Form (Ragen, et. al. 1984)
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About the Authors
Gene and Linda Brock contracted with the Boise National Forest to do the field work,
photography, research, and writing that became Snapshot In Time. They have along
personal history with the Boise National Forest.
Linda's great grandfather, Ezer Evans, homesteaded in Long Valley in the 1890's and
her grandfather, Tom Evans, was an early day ranger on the Weiser and Idaho
National Forests. She first worked with her husband on Sunset Lookout in 1956 and
later worked as secretary to Forest Supervisor's K.D. Flock and Howard Ahlskog.
Gene' s grandfather carne to Idaho in the 1890's and worked for a sheep company who
used the Landmark area for sheep grazing. Many of Gene' s stories about the Forest
area came from his grandfather. The love of the Forest was developed further by
countless hunting and fishing trips with his family while growing up.
Gene spent 22 of his 32 years with the Forest Service on the Boise National Forest. He
served in a variety of positions, including ranger on the Landmark, Bear Valley and
Lowman Districts.
Their sincere desire is for the photographs and narrative to be as enjoyable to the
reader as it was for them in the development of the book.
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Part One: Foothill Zone
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Plate 1a. Grouse Creek - North View - ca. 1935

Taken in the headwaters of Grouse Creek from the ridge between Wood Creek and Grouse Creek. Along the slopes draining into the Middle
Fork Boise River above Arrowrock Dam. vegetation is sparse and only a few conifer trees are visible.
Ff~
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Plate lb. Grouse Creek - North View

At first glance slopes show little change; however, closer examination reveals more ground cover, Iargcr shrubs in the creek bottoms, and
conifer trees on background slopes (left and center portions). Limited m.oisturc bas made veeetation changes slow.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 2a. North View - 1911

56

Taken seven miles east of Highway 21 on Forest Service Road #268. Sagebrush, grass, and scattered chokecherry bushes cover foreground
on the south-facing
slopes where clumps of sagebrush and annual grass
slopes,
with a large granitic outcrop appearing midground. Few trees___
An ... ; .... t,. t ....
_ ___________________________
_
~
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Plate 2b. Arrowrock - North View

57

Slopes at first glance show little change. Closer examination reveals much less bare area. There is more ground cover and the creek bottoms
ha\'e larger shrubs. Conifer trees show on background slopes (left and center portions). Vegetative change has been very slow on these
slopes.

BEST Copy AVAILABLE

Plate 3a. Arrowrock Dam - West View - 1911

Taken above the future site of Arrowrock Dam, looking west. Several teams ofhorscs work at water's edge, perhaps building a small dam to
move water to the other side of the river. South-facing slopes are sparse, but a few trees can be seen on north-facing slopes in draws with
dceocr soil deoths.
/.-c,
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Plate 3b. Arrowrock Dam - West View

Over looking the dam, topographical features can be matched on the right two-thirds of the original photo. The area burned in 1992,
blAckened portions extend from background ridge westward to the right.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Plate 4a. Boise River Canyon - Rimrocks - ca. 1910

Taken near Smith Prairie in the South Fork Boise River Cariyon. looking west from the north rim. A series of three homesteads were located
on the first rim above the river. Stands of mature Douglas fir are visible on both sides of the river canyon.

I _, I
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Plate 4b. Boise River Canyon - Rimrocks

Many trees in the foreground escaped the 1992 Foothills Fire~ however, most were killed. The foliage did not bum, yet the trees, some over
300 years old, could not survive the intense heat Douglas fir trees line the water's edge on the north side of the river where the fire did not
bum, marked by the contrast in color where fire bourtdary stopped.
BEST COpy AVAIlABLE
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Part Two: Transition Zone

Plate 5a. Wood's Ranch - ca. 1915

Taken six miles west on Robie Creek Road from Highway 21, looking downstream to the southeast A new stand of Douglas fir grows in a
previously cleared area. Far slopes are filled with dead tRes, most likely bcctle-kill. Openings are stocked with brush fields and new stands
of Douglas fir.
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Plate Sb. Wood's Ranch

In areas protected from fire, mature stands have replaced dead trees from the 1955 fire. Slopes on the skyline in the right hand comer of the
photo have filled in with ponderosa pine and Douglas fir.
BEST Copy AVAIlABLE

Plate 6a. Banks - ca. 1916

Taken at the confluence of the North Fork and South Fork Payette River, looking from the railroad tracks west of Banks to the east Brushy
areas on more favorable sites are indicators of repeated fires.
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Plate 6b. Banks

Fires continue to regulate vegetative patterns. Seventy year old trees burned in 1985. distinguished by a graying tint in the background.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 7a. Kirkham Hot Springs - 1920

Taken at the west end of hot springs, viewing south and west-facing slopes. Undisturbed by devastating fires, a full range of age classes of
ponderosa pine trees have grown over an extended period of time. Periodic light fires minimized ground cover. Note level of water on lower
right next to large rocks.

68

Plate 7b. Kirkham Hot Springs

69

Highway construction altered angle of repose. Two major fires in the past forty years have removed most of the vegetation. The slope has
undergone dramatic change, and the river channel has moved north exposing the rocks on river's south edge.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Plate 8a. Lowman Ranch (Miller Creek View) - ca. 1915

Viewing several old homesteads along the South Fork Payette River, extending north toward the ridge between Clear Creek Miller Creek
drainages. A large barn is just south of the present Lowman School House. A road travels up to Miller Mountain. Irrigation of the valley
bottoms was made possible by bringing a flume from the mouth of Clear Creek, visible in the center portion of the photo looking somewhat

-

-

-
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Plate 8b. Lowman Ranch

71

Looking north tow?rd Miller Creek. downslope to avoid new highway construction. Increasing vegetation make topographical features
indiscernible. The ~ Juth Fork Lodge presently occ;upies the location of the homestead in the center-middle ground portion of the photo. The
present bridge location is slightly downstmun .:rom the bridge in the original photo.
BEST COpy AVAIlABLE

Plate 9a. Payettt River Flat - 1928

Taken upriver from Little Gallagher CRICk. Several openings and succession brush fields remain from previous fires. Age and class of the
larger trees vs. the younger ones in the cn:dt bottoms indicates previous fires.
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Plate 9b. Payette River Flat

New Douglas fir stands filling in on openings previously created by fire. The new road alignment follows very close to the original alignment
which can be seen in the middle ground of the photo. The water level is considerably lower than in the original and a large sand bar with
fine silt deposits and a large rock bar are visible.
copy AVAIlABLE

BEST

Plate lOa. Twin Rocks - 1914

Looking downstream on canyon wall where construction of the pioneer road had just begun on the steep. rocky hiUside. Vegetation on much
of the south-facing slopes is sparse with small clumps of trees growing along the north exposure.
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Plate lOb. Twin Rocks

Taken slightly south from original due to an increase in vegetation and trees.
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Plate 11a. Old Garden Valley Ranger Station - ca. 1921

Taken south of current ranger station looking in a southwest direction across the South Fork Payette River. Slopes reveal openings in the
canopy and no trees along the skyline.
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Plate 11 b. Garden Valley Ranger Station
; ; : oJ 1...

.. ..... ,
.

A replacement stand grows on the 45° angle slope in right center and right midground. The skyline and openings have fined with ponderosa
pine and Dougbs fir on north slopes.
.
BEST COPY AVAIlABLE

Plate 12a. Harris Toll Gate - July 1906

vtewing the main access to the Centerville-PIa area via Horseshoe Bend, facing cast toward Harris Creek drainage. Slopes show new
growth of Douglas fir.
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Plate 12b. Harris Toll Gate

Fire bas been excluded. Douglas fir trees have grown in size and stocking. Limited moisture bas kept south facing slopes unchanging.
Vegetation and large c:ottonwoods along the stn:am have remained stable. When the drainage just north of this location flooded, a substantial
amount of depositional material washed down into the bottom changing the stn:am bottom and altering the road location.

79

Plate 13a. Kupbam Homestead - ca. 1910

rIVe miles east of Lowman above the former bot water plunge, a homesteader appears in the left foreground. Previous fires left a brush field
of c:canodws and ICVef8l age classes of ponderosa pine.
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Plate 13b. Kupham Homestead

A devutating fiR: of 1989 burned complete stands. Some surviving trees can be seen OD the background ridgetops. Natural ground cover of
fOlba and grasses bas retumecl.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 14a. Lowman - below ridge - ca. 1910

Viewing the first bridge at Lowman over the South Fork Payette River. Upstream from bridge looking northwest toward bare open southfacing slopes, tr=s grow in draws and on ridgetops.
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Plate 14b. Lowman

Downstream from original photo, stand configurations have changed due to repeated burns, leaving fewer snags and dead trees and an
increase in lodgepole along the river.
BEST COpy AVAlLJ RlE

Plate 15a. Poverty Flat - December 13, 1913

Taken approximately ten miles east of Garden Valley, overlooking mouth of Little Gallagher Creek to the east Taken near Christmas time
during a light snow year. Bands of timber follow draws from the ridgetops to the river's edge.
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Plate ISb. Poverty Flat

Slopes OIl the DOI1h side m the ri\'a' ~ been burned sauaJ times in the last eighty years. Fewer stands of trees ~ visible.
BEST Copy AVAILABLE

Plate 16a. Garden Valley Ranger Station - 1914

Looking north from the Garden Valley Forest Service horse pasture, just north of the old ranger station location. Logged sloP'S filling with
young pine trees. Notes from original photograph indicate a dry year and poor pasture conditions.
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Plate 14b. Garden Valley Ranger Station
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Taken east of original to enhance view. Drought conditions of 1992 are similar to original photo. Slopes proccc:tcd from fire have new stands
of trees and a closed canopy.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Plate 17a. Pugh Mill - 1910

The mill was Ioc::ated OIl the Middle Fort of Big Soldier Creek. approximately one and ooe-balf miles below the headwaters. Taken after
SCYeI31 years of logging. MerclwdabIe trees, DousJas fir. ranain since ponderosa pi.oc was the prefemd species. The wagon appearing at
left <:enter beIooaed to pbotogaapber J.A Noct.
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Plate 17b. Pugh Mill

New stands of 60-80 year old ponderosa pine have filled in logged areas. The large granite rock in left center appears in original photo.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Plate 18a. Bates Ranch - ca. 1907
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Taken at a homestead ranch in Smith Prairie, overlooking Smith Creek. Located approximately one and one-half miles northeast of Prairie,
near Aden Creek. Large ponderosa pine trees visible in the midground with a stand of young pines growing next to Smith Creek.
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Plate ISb. Bates Ranch

The bend in the irrigation ditch appears in the approximate location as the original. Large trees have been removed and a stand of aspen has
come in where the homestead was located. Trees along the creek have grown in size. Trees are scattered across background slopes.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 198. Brown R2nch - ca. 1904

Looking north toward the Trinity Mountains at Brown homestead. near Prairie. The ranch is approximately one-half mile north of Prairie,
DOW known as the Luther Cook place. Winter scenes accentuate the openings in the midgrouod slopes facing south and west.
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Plate 19b. Brown Ranch

Taken SOO' northeast of the ranch house since trees completely cover the view from the original location. The lower slopes in the background
have noticeably increased in tree stocking. Openings are smaller but are still rec:ognizable. The left background portion was burned in the
1992 Foothills Fire. Larger, more woody sagebrush, as seen in foreground, provided fuel for the large fire.
BEST Copy AVAILABLE

Plate 20a. Long Gulch - ca 1912

Taken at Long Gulch Ranger Station. halfway between the Middle Fork Boise River and Smith Prairie. Fifteen miles from the nearest
neighbor, this original building was moved in the 1930's and located on the north side of the road. The second Long Gulch Station. built by
the C.C.C's on the south side of the road, was burned to the ground in 1992 by the Foothills Fire. To the north. only brush and grass hillsides
can be seen.

94

Plate lOb. Long Gulch

95

The 1992 Foothills fire consumed much of the vegetation. Previous lack of fire in this aml bad allowed the sagebrush to grow to large wood
stems, covering the land with heavy fuels. Skeletal remains in the midground on the burned-off hill, behind the old ranger station location,
reveal a network of trails caused either by domestic sheep or deer.
BEST Copy AVAIlABLE
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Plate 21a. Cabarton - ca. 1929
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Looking west over logging camp, taken north of the junction of Cabarton and Snowbank Mountain Roads. Logged in the mid-20's and
subsequently burned, stand remains mixture ofpondcrosa pine, Douglas fir and grand fir, South of the bum, a closed canopy of large mature
trees remain.

Plate 2Ib. Cabarton Bum

Lower portion of the burn area well stocked with grand fir, DougJas fir, and aIpiDc fir with upper end of the bum still covered by dense brush.
Recent clear-cut has been refo~ with pine. fir, and brush.
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Part Three: General Forest Zone

100

Plate 22a. Cabarton Logging - ca 1929

qq

Taken north ofSnowbanlt Mountain and Cabarton Roads looking to Cascade. The area, selectively logged in 1929, is now densely covered
with sapling fir tRCS.

101

Plate 22b. Cabarton Logging

Taken north of Snowbank Mountain and Cabarton Roads. A dense stand of 70 year old Douglas fir, 80'
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Plate 22c. Cabarton Logging

Taken approximately 300' north of original point, a large ponderosa pine remains. Open grown ponderosa remain unpruncd and with large
branches.
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Plate 23a. Boise--Payette MiII- 1916

Slopes vuy with logging intensity. Uniform logs were delivered to Boise Payette Lumber Company and transported on rail cars.
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Plate 23b. Boise-Payette Mill
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A RCreation vehicle park resides where two sets of railroad tracks remain from the old mill. Selectively logged in 1992, 70 year old trees
were larger than previously logged, old growth timber.

/03

BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Plate 24a. Crawford Logging - ca. 1928

n'---1

Taken north of Crawford Guard Station, east from the horse pasture. Timber harvested in 1924 due to severe but beetle attack. Some
remaining trees have thinning crowns.
(
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Plate 24b. Crawford Logging
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Taken north of Crawford Guard Station looking east from the horse pasture occupied by 60 year old stand of ponderosa pine.
BEST COPY A.V/·8~
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Plate 25a. West Mountain - View from Crawford - ca. 1930

CCo

Looking west from Crawford Guard Station, foreground shows young stand of pooderos& pine. A band of trees follow the river course, and a
closed canopy of trees along West Mountain.
1
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Plate 2Sb. West Mountain

Openings visible on West Mountain from 30 years of Jogging activity. TReS along the river have been removed, and aspen resides in the
forqJOUDd.
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Plate 26a. Kerby Ranch - ca. 1930
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Viewing Kerby Ranch from the east in Long Valley, logging removed many trees in the mid- 1920's, 1915 Boise Payette survey indicates
that slopes were stocked with 10,000 board feet per acre.
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Plate 26b. Kerby Ranch

Replacement stands of ponderosa pine have covered the slopes 70 years later.
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 27a. Cantrall Threshing Crew - ca. 1915

IAoking east from the Cantrall homestead in Round Valley taken prior logging activity. Open slopes extend from valley floor to ridgetops,
filled with scatteJed trees and snags.
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Plate 27b. Cantrall Threshing Crew

Slopes were logged in 1920's and new stands of timber replaced the old. Heavy ground c:cm:r, tree suc:cession, and beet1c-killed trees are now
present.

)(I

Plate 28a. Johnson Creek Guard Station - ca 1920

North view of Anitmony Ridge where Camp Creek sets in drainage. A pre-l900 fire bas created several openings.
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Plate 28b. Johnson Creek Guard Station

Young stands of Douglas fir filling in slopes north of Camp Creek with openings filling with mixture of fir and pine. Insect activity evident
by graying crowns.

113

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Plate 29a. North Fork Payette River - 1920

Taken five miles north of Banks, several large brush fields indicate fire history. "The Rapids, " a river used to transport millions of logs to
Horseshoe Bend and Emmett 60 miles away, was later replaced with railroad and highway construction.
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Plate 29b. North Fork Payette River

Phillips Creek fire burned most of this area leaving an increased stocking of trees and a portion of the brush field.
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Plate 30a. Phillips Creek Bum - 1939

Looking west of North Fork Payette River, charred remains ~f ~e r;;;ndicate a bot burn. River bank weU above high water mark.
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Plate 30b. Phillips Creek Bum

Sixty-three years later, tree replacement has been slow with brush fields still dominating most of the burned area. On the lower edges of the
bum, pine trees average 30' in height with an average of 20' in the interior areas. The river bank has washed away.
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Plate 31a. Anderson Creek - ca 1890

Hard work-but smiling facesl Neighbors lend helping hands to harvest crops. Scattered timber with several openings created by logging and
earlier fires.
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Plate 31b. Anderson Creek

Looki0l oortbeut from Youren Ranch sbowiD& • dramatic: iIIcreue in tree cover while shrub cover alOOI stream c:ourses remains the same.
This area was DDt dected by the 1989 ADdcnoa Creek F"ue.
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Plate 32a. Grandjean Lodge - 1923
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West of Lodge looking easterly toward Grandjean Peak. Tree covering scattered on the mountain slopes
headquarter cabin for Emil Grandjean, Supervisor.
\ .

the original summer
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Plate 32b. Grandjean Lodge

Taken several hundred yards west of original photo point due to increased tree heights. Spruce trees planted by Babe Hansen in 1930.
BEST COpy AVAil ' ~LE

Plate 33a. Sacajawea Hot Springs - 1901

Looking southeast toward Baron Peak. Trees along the South Fork Payette River are mixture of lodgepole pine and alpine fir and timbered
slopes abundant with soap.
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Plate 33b. Sacajawea Hot Springs

Height oftRes along river reveal only a glimpse of Baron Peak. Lodgepole pine line the river's widening edge.
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Plate 34a. Lowman Threshing Crew - 1890

Taken from South Fork Payette River looking north toward Smokey Creek, east of Lowman. Repeated fire scars and little ground cover on
landscape. Tree density bas been thinned to a moderate stocking of,,: le and smaller clumps of Douglas fir.
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Plate 34b. Lowman Threshing Crew

Increasing growth of trees along the mid slopes have made topographic features more subtle. I Jlndscape is similar to original due to the 1989
Lowman Fire. However, vegetation is three or four times ueater than in original photo. Unburned portions of slopes are full canopy closure.
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Plate 35a. Oxbow - 1919

ODe mile bdow the mouth mDeadwood RMr at confluence with Payette River. Saplings aDd poles comprise young stands of timber with
several openinp in the rid&e. cvideace mfire .,.uems with open uaI.
I
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Plate 3Sb. Oxbow

Taken just above the water's edge showing the bend in the river. stands oftRes have matured. Douglas fir have filled openings created by
oentmy old fires.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Plate 36a. Grimes Dam - ca. 1920

The dam, amaructed in 1907 to provide power for the Estabrook dredges operating in Idaho City, was washed out in 1943. Slopes show
some brush OIl north exposun:s aDd ~ bare on west facing slopes in~capng areas that bad previously burned.
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Plate 36b. Grimes Dam

Looking up the South Fork Payette River where Grimes Dam was once located, background and rock formations on the south side show
revegetation in the past 70 years. as wdIas c:onifer trees and brush.
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BEST Copy AVAILABLE

Plate 37a. Charter Mountain - ca. 1920

Looking IOUth from Crouch. slopes show many sips of fires. Open slopes and brusb fields indicate the area burned repeatedly whereas.
unburned areas mallarJe IMcs on riclgelops and in valleys. \ ~
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Plate 37b. Charter Mountain

Many of the bare slopes from the original photo are covered with brush fields and small sapling trees. Frequent fires have kept the vegetative

mosaic changing through time, while timber stands have remained at constant levels in different locations.
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Plate 38a. Pioneerville (Muddy Creek) - ca. 1900

Looking west toward Muddy Creek drainage from the southern end of PioneerviUe, the Grimes Creek creekbcd has been severely altered from
the hydraulic placering which began in tile 1870'5. This area burned several times evidenced by open slopes.
\"/
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Plate 38b. Pioneerville (Muddy Creek)

Plant sucx:ession is evident with willows. alders. aspen. and various broad leaf plants along creek banks. Burned in the 1931 fire. the brush
field is now covered with a mixture of pine and fir trees.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Plate 39a. PioneerviUe - East View - ca. 1890

/-/.

West of Grimes CRCk northeast ofPioncerville. much burned in 1880. Grimes Creek drainage hydraulically plac:ered from 1870-1890. Two
age c:lasa stands raulted from the 1931 Quartzburg fire and the fire of 1880.
l"/I\
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Plate 39b. Pioneerville - East View

Downstream from original photo point, rubble piles remain from dredging activity in 1930. Shrub species and sc:attercd lodgepole comprise
the dredged area. To the east, trees which escap:d the 1931 fire are over 100 years. Remains of Pioneerville barely visible from regrowth.
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Plate 40a. Placerville - CaUfomia Gulch - ca. 1905

Taken wat ofPlKerville, the main tOWll is visible. MaDlic: Hall. c:euter, Robison's Store and Magnolia SaJoon to the right. Note the small
size of timber wat of town fxing Hawley Mountain.
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Plate 40b. Placerville - California Gulch

Vegetation blocks view of midground features where the Masonic Hall is located behind pine trees. Trees west of town tower above the
skyline. Stream banks of Granite Creek have revegetated with young pine trees and bitterbrush.
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BEST Copy AVAILABLE
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Plate 41a. Granite City - ca. 1910
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East of the community, the draw and hydraulic placering flume is visible. Timber was mnoved to build structures in Granite and
Quartzburg. Slopes along the main ridgeline facing Hawley Mountain are open as a rc--.mt of the fires prior 1900.
I
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Plate 4tb. Granite City

Taken upslope from original photo point due to increased vegetation. Entire area burned in the 1931 Quartzburg fire including community
structures. Areas previously open are now fined with new brush fields.
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Plate 42a. Idaho City - West View - ca. 1904
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Taken in Idaho City, facing west and standing behind the Idaho City World newspaper building, overlooking Elk Creek drainage. Original
dredging and hydraulic placering active, leaving large windrows. Young stands of timber are evident from the valley floor to the ridgetops.
indicating prior logging or fires.
\ \ \ "--
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Plate 42b. Idaho City - West View

Large shrubby brush and vegetation appear around structures. Although the area burned in 1940's and 1950' s, trees of all types and size fill
the slopes.

Ie} I

BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Plate 43a. Idaho City - Cemetery - 1885
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Overlooking the Idaho City cemetery, located on the southwest comer. Small trees and stumps appear in and around the cemetery.
Vegetation has been removed by hydraulic mining. Gold Hill Placer is visible to the right
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Plate 43b. Idaho City Cemetery

One hundred year old trees, 24" in diameter and SO', tall crowd the old cemetery.
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Plate 43c. Idaho City - Cemetery

Trees west of Elk Creek have grown and the stand foreground has been commercially thinned. New openings in the skyline ridge have
occurred from fires and logging over the past half century. \ \ \ I \
\
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Plate 44a. Idaho City - South View - 1885

Taken north of Idaho City looking south. Large placer operation with three large hydraulic monitors block the view of Idaho City. Buena
Vista unidentifiable behind the mining operation. Placer disturbance visible at the south end of the valley. Bare, north-facing slopes left by
the fires in 1870.
'\ \ ( -
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Plate 44b. Idaho City - South View - 1912

Looking south to the confluence of Mores Creek and Elk Creek. slopes have been logged while upper slopes have burned. Many openings
were visible from previous fires. a pattern on most roidground slopes. Dredges were operating east of town in Elk Creek drainage.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 44c. Idaho City - South View

Fifty year old pines appear with a visible line created from dredging. Where mining has occurred a successionary brush species dominates
the landscape. Willows, lodgepole, and ponderosa pine grow in the mined area. Previously logged and burned slopes were replaced with new
ponderosa pine stands. some commercially thinned.
\ I I ..-1
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Plate 45a. Idaho City - South View - 1940

\
Taken north of Idaho City looking south. Windrows of dredging piles are visible along Elk Creek and into the confluence with Mores Creek.
, \ \
Slopes logged in 1920's.
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Plate 4Sb. Idaho City - South View

Looking south from Bear Run area. Slopes have filled and have been commercially thinDcd and logged. Vegetation now covers most of the
dredge mined area. the school bouse hidden behind pine.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 46a. Banner Mine - ca. 1880

Looking northeasterly from the lower side of the mill site. Slopes were cleared for lumber and fuel.
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Plate 46b. Banner Mine

Mining site reforested with lodgepole and Douglas fir stands. The Douglas fir tree, left center, is 75 years old with a 24- diameter at breast
height. Trees in midground are replacement stands, less than 80 years old.
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Plate 47a. Huckleberry Creek - ca. 1924

From road below the mouth of Huckleberry Creek on the South Fork Payette River. Fully stocked stands of Douglas fir and pooderosa pine
expose little ground on north-facing slopes. South-facing slopes are more open.
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Plate 47b. Huckleberry Creek

Taken 200' east toward Hucklcbeny Creek. Lowman Fire of 1989 removed all vegetation leaving charred remains. White water and rock
formations characmizc the river.
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE
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Plate 48a. Splash Dam - ca. 1913

Located on the North Fork Payette River below Smiths Ferry, opposite highway marker f#95 of Highway 55, the dam was constructed to
provide water for log drives. Railroad track allowed for log transportation. A Blast of dynamite caused the water to spout (center).
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Plate 48b. Splash Dam

Taken closer to railroad track. viewing dam remains. Young timber stands replaced the old trees.
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Plate 49a. Rainbow Bridge - ca. 1934

Two and one-half miles north of Smiths Ferry. newly constructed Rainbow Bridge is visible. Logging evident
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Plate 49b. Rainbow Bridge

Sixty years later, the concrete arch of the bridge has faded. Brush fills the slopes between the railroad and the river. Trees compk ely fiU the
peak area.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 50a. Upper Deadwood - East View - 1929

Three miles south of Deadwood mine looking north. Along the river, dead lodgepole pine trees visible. Open slopes from pre-l900 fires.
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Plate SOb. Upper Deadwood

Openings filled with alpine fir tress. A band of recently killed Douglas fir trees is seen to the right center, and 1985 Deadwood Fire killed
trees along far ridge.
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Plate 51a. Deadwood Powerline - 1924

Looking west at the headwaters of Stratton Creek.. west of the mill tailings. Slopes CICJ\IUCd with brush fields.
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Plate SIb. Deadwood Powerline

Taken from top of tailing pile, roadside vegetation blocks view of the powerline clearing. A portion of clearing visible in right midground.
'l ~VA\v.BLE
Brushfields have been replaced with alpine fir trees. Periodic fires have caused brush cover to continue in smaller openings.
BESl COl'
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Plate 528. Upper Deadwood - West View - 1929

Taken from the horse pasture of Upper Deadwood Guard Station three and one-half miles south of Deadwood Mine. Dense lodgepole stands
line Deadwood River. Slopes scattered with trees and openings.
~
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Plate S2b. Upper Deadwood

PorJons of guard station fence visible. Many slopes have filled in with subalpine fir and brush cover.
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Plate 53a. Deadwood Valley - 1924

South from Deadwood Mine, slopes are open with little tree cover from prc-l900 fires.
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Plate 53b. Deadwood Valley

Textured trees fill the fire-scarred areas. New trees block the viewpoint of the original photo.
BEST COpy AW"LA
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Plate 54a. Deadwood Dam - West View - 1930

Taken the first filling season after dam construction. Land cleared to the high water mark and slopes show several rock outcroppings.
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Plate 54b. Deadwood Dam - West View

TMco teo fed lower than original to maintain view. Concrete weatberiDg on the sixty year old dam. Most roc:ky areas reforested with trees
growing slowly in the thin IOilJ UOUDd rock outcrops.
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Plate 55a. Jensen Corral- ca. 1938

Taken from south end of corrals looking north. Beetle killed trees to the left~ with lodgepole and Douglas fir along ridgetops. New
corrals made sorting and shipping Iivestoc:k much easier.
1 r \l
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Plate 55b. Jensen Corral

Subalpine fir replaced dead lodgepole indicating the possibility of a subalpine understory that did not burn. Comls barely visible after fifty
years.
BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 56a. Jensen Corral II - ca. 1940

Large crowned Douglas fir trees along ridgeline with a scattering of subalpine fir and dead lodgepole stands.
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Plate S6b. Jensen Corral II

Douglas fir along the upper slope with a band of subalpine fir on-third way down have replaced all beetle-killed lodgepole pine except a
clump of lodgepole left center.
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Plate 57a. Clear Creek Summit - ca. 1918

Taken fifteen miles north of Lowman on Clear Creek Summit. looking south. Stands of Douglas fir and scattered subalpine fir with brush
filled openings. Open slopes in background from previous fires.
\
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Plate 57b. Clear Creek Summit

Midslopes filled with subalpi e fir and Douglas fir. Trees have overcome brushfields, and openings in original photo have filled with new
, left center, is the remains of a mid-l960 clear cut.
stands. Lower slopes have pond-.:rosa pine. Hiding behind a Douglas fir
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Plate 58a. Quartzburg (Series) - 1887 and ca. 1915

Taken from the main road leading into Quartzburg, ooe-fourtb mile west of the mill site, looking northeasterly. Clearcut landsc:ape with
brushy ground cover, timber was used to support the mining community.
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Plate 58b. Quamburg
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Taken thirty years later, showing similar hiUsides characteristics. Area reforested with Douglas fir and ponderosa pine, Electrical power
new to the area
BEST COpy AVAIlABLE
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Plate SSe. Quartzburg

Taken DOrtb &om Granite Creek with few

relics remaining. Stand reestablished twice since the 1931 Quartzburg bum.
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Plate 59a. Quartzburg - North View - ca. 1890

..

1'hree miles east ofP1ac:erville, looking north to the forb of Granite Creek and Confederate Gulch. Mining town occupies the foreground.
Ponderosa pine stumps remain on slopes cleared twenty years earlier.
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Plate 58b. Quartzburg - Nonh View

Few remains of mining town. Recent logging has removed 100 year old trees from original photograph. Areas burned by the 1931 fire
scattered with ponderosa pine, 30-~ years of age. Trees vary in size from 10" to 16" in diameter and 40' to 60' in height. Ceanothus,
snowberry, and bitterbrush common in the area.
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Plate 60a. Centerville - 1897
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Old Centerville loc:ated three miles north of New Centerville on Forest Service Road '382, Taken west of town looking east, bare slopes
remain from placer mining. Dead trees above clcan:d areas with lodgepole pine visible in the upper left.
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Plate 60b. Centerville

Fifty year old stand of ponderosa pine established. Slopes dominated by binerbrush. Forest Service Road #382 visible.
BEST COpy AVAIlABLE
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Plate 61a. Atlanta Skiers - ca. 1895

'.
Taken east at Atlanta, toward the bot sprinp. a southeast view of8rucc's Draw resides. Trees removed for lumber and fuel. Lower slopes
COVCRd with grass, ~ and snow.
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Plate 61b. Atlanta Skiers

Lower slopes c:overcd with sagdmash, grass and annual forbs. Increase of aspen trees with more ponderosa pine OD lower slopes. Douglas fir
growing on upper slopes with tussock moth activity below ridge top.
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Plate 62a. Atlanta - East View - ca. 1905

South of Quartz and Main Streets in Atlanta. over looking Quartz Creek. To the East. Middle Fork Boise River CaDyon IDd GRylock
Mountain visible. Large alluvial fan near the mouth of Snowslidc Creek in left center of photograph.
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Plate '2b. Atlanta - East View

PoDderoIa pine, IlouIIas fir ad byPoIe pille .e re-c ....isbinI OIl opea slopes. Tree aMI' is fillinI alluvial fan. Snowslicles have
pRYaIICd embijshlDl:l!f at trees ill SDOWIIidc Creet.
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Plate 63a. Atlanta - South East View - ca. 1900

Taken on west end of Main St1eet in Atlanta, looking east toward Hot Springs Monument Trees were removed from lower slopes in 1880'5
and the slopes remain open due to small ground fires.
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Plate 63b. Atlanta - South East View

Extended periods without fire has allowed tree cover to increase. Rocky areas on ridge line have new stands of Douglas fir and subalpine fir.
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Plate 64a. Atlanta - West - Quartz Creek - ca. 1880

Taken east of Atlanta near the junction of Forest Service Road '107 and Main Street, looking north across Quartz Creek Ridge. Trees near
town were cut during the 1860 mining period.
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Plate 64b. Atlanta - West View - Quartz Creek

Taken oortbeat f:'I AdaDIa scboolbouIc. Ground COYeRd with annual weeds and slopes west of Quartz Creek stocked with ponderosa pine
and DoqJas fir. New builctiap have rcpI8ced oriJinai stnx:mres.
BEST copy AVAIlABLE
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Plate 65a. Rocky Bar - ca. 1895
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Taken south of Rocky Bar and north of Steel Creek looking north. South-facing slopes show signs of logging and fire. Large ceanothus
brush fields remain. Historical records state the town and area burned !!l1892.
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Plate 6Sb. Rocky Bar

Taken 200' north of original site to include building and tree~ered slopes. Ponderosa pine, 60-70 years old, have replaced brush slopes.
Beaver dams have flooded portions of fonner townsite next to Bear Creek. Willow patch visible center and left.
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Plate 66a. Sugarloaf Mountain - 1924
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Taken north of Feathervillc, ncar the confluence ofFcatbcr River and South Fork Boise River, looking DOrtheast. YOUDI ponderosa pine
growing in midground as dredging had not yet reached this area. i
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Plate 66b. Sugarloaf Mountain

Taken northeast from junction of Forest Highway 61 and Forest Service Road #156. Rocks remain from mid-1920's dredging. South-facing
slopes scattered with Ponderosa pine, some 80' tall. Several old growth trees remain.
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BEST copy AVAILABLE

Plate 67a. Baumgartner Hot Springs - ca. 1910

Taken on the South Fork Boise River, 10.8 miles east of Feat.heIVi1le, across the campground. Ponderosa pine tree tops flattening out with
clumps of branches indicating dwarf mistletoe disease. Upper portions of landscape covered with brush.
\/1 ' I
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Plate 67b. Baumgartner Hot Springs

Slopes have reforested with Douglas fir. The small Douglas fir tree bas grown to the same height as the pine to its right. More pine trees
have evolved with a Oat top appearance.
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Plate 68a. Cascade "C" liill Logging - 1918

Looking northeast over Crawford townsite with Eaglenest Ridge in the background. Grove of trees run along the river. Logs were skidded by
teams of horses down log chute to railroad landing where a ~ engine loaded logs onto railroad cars.
,r'r .~~
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Plate 68b. Cascade "C" Hill Logging

Logged areas have been replaced by a 60-70 year old ponderosa pine, larger trees with diameters 24" in size. Timber stands left center have
been selec:t.ively logged and the forest canopy has more openings, yet there is good stocking of pole size ponderosa pine.
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Plate 69a. Monarch Bridge - North - ca. 1900

View of Monarch Bridge spanning the Middle Fork Boise River, one mile below the mouth of Yuba and two and ooe-halfmiles west of
Atlanta taken before construction of Kilby Dam. Mature ponderosa pine scattered along hillside.
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Plate 69b. Monarch Bridge - North

Original dam built in 1906 replaced with Kirby Dam in 1992. Atlanta Dam now floods the gorge in original pbotograph. Ponderosa pine
visible with more trees filling open slopes, clustered with sagebrusb.
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Plate 70a. Monarch Bridge - East - ca. 1910

Looking northeast, open slopes remain from fires prior 1900. Ponderosa pine are the dominant landSCIpC feature. Later version of the
Monarch Bridge built after the 1906 dam was constructed.
~
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Plate 70b. Monarch Bridge - East

..

Taken from the west side of the bridge facing oortheast. AU openings have filled with DCW sIaDds of trees. pRIdomiDatdy Douglas fir. Fuel
buildup visible among the thick stand of trees center and right
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BEST copy AVAILABLE
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Plate 71a. Deer Park ca. 1918

Taken at Deer Park Guard Station looking northwest Slopes around the station show many bare sites and rock outaoppings are visible in
center midground.
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Plate 71b. Deer Park
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Taken southeast from original cabin location. Slope cover stocking has increased. and bare slopes have filled in with brush and grass.
Several origin.II.... remain along the top of the ban: slope.
~
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Plate 72a. Atlanta - pack string - ca. 1890

Looki n , north from Main StRet in Atlanta near the junction with Quartz street. Two riders lead a pack of 20 mules. South facing slopes
have scattered saands ofponderosa pine and Douglas fir.
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Plate 72b. Atlanta
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Taken north of original photo point, near the bend in Main Street. urge ponderosa pines visible oerth of the bend. Douglas fir have
reforested the area. Trees recently killed by tussock moth visible in upper center.
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Part Four: Alpine Zone
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Plate 73a. Atlanta Sawmill

The Casey-Holland Sawmill. first in Atlanta, was located on the north side of the Middle Fork Boise River ncar Sawmill Creek. Looking
SOldbeast, ponderosa pine stumps visible with clcarcut areas above townsite filling in.
11
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Plate 73b. Atlanta Sawmill

Taken one-half mile northwest of Middle Fork Boise River on Forest Service Road #206 where new stands of ponderosa pines block view of
townsite. The building behind the top of the pine tree is the original structure. Large ponderosa pines growing midground with smaller
Douglas firs growing in the back. Stocking has increased to cover most bare slopes.
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Plate 74a. Blue Lake - 1912

Taken from the north shore. Alpine fir reside along rock outcroppings. and dead veg~tion is visible at the south end of the lake.
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Plate 74b. Blue Lake

Eighty years later, a new stand of alpine fir, Engelmann spruce and white bark pine exists. Lack of fire has enhanced vegetation; however
drought conditions are present, indicated by reduced water level on rocks in center of lake.
BEST COpy AVAIlABLE

Plate 75a. Bald Mountain - ca. 1920
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Taken along mail route from Rocky Bar to Atlanta near the half-way point, one-half mile north of James Creek Summitt on Forest Service
Road #126. Large rock formation of Bald Mountain visible. Domestic s~g reduced ground vegetation on slopes, and subalpine fir
and whitebark Dine 2fOW in to the area.
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Plate 7Sb. Bald Mountain

Tussock moth buildup has caused mortality of subalpine fir and Douglas fir. Limited fires in the past seventy years have allowed more
ground cover and vegetation to grow in the area.
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Plate 76a. Trinity Mountain - ca. 1915

Looking southeast. taken near the road leading to Big Roaring Lake before the construction of Trinity Mountain Lookout Slopes dominated
~ \
with alpine fir and some lodgepole and Engelmann spruce.
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Plate 76b. Trinity Mountain

Taken closer to rock outcrop to enhance original view now blocked by tree growth. Whitebark pine seedlings in center, sharp pointed alpine
fir trees, and thinner crowned lodgepole pine in 'lPper left.
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BEST COpy AVAILABLE

Plate 77a. Big Roaring Lake - ca. 1915

Taken on the bank of Big Roaring Lake looking southwest. Big Roaring lake is located west of Trinity Lake and is part of the glacier formed
complex of high mountain lakes in the area. Dead trees are abundant on the west shore. Prior to fire suppression, lightning fires burned
small clumps of trees at high elevations with heavy fuels.
2. I 10..1
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Plate 77b. Big Roaring Lake

Alpine firs grow around the edge of'the lake where dead trees have fallen . Bushy-topped whitebark pine are seen along the ridge. Two large
rock taUus sIope have rcpIaced previous trees which now are snags. Fire protection bas allowed vegetation growth.

trees at the top of the
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T5NRllE Sec 2

J.Cralg
ISHS
B.Tumer
ISHS
ISHS
ISHS
ISHS
ISHS
R.Brun
ISHS
O. McGregor
ISHS
ISHS
USHS
S.Whitney
KMoosman

T13NR3E Sec 34
T5NR10E Sec 26
T 3NR9E Sec 18
T 3NR8E Sec 12

USFS
USFS
ISHS
ISHS

BIInner Mine
Hucld-.y Cr.
Splash Dam
Rainbow Bridge
U.Oeadwood-E

Deadwood

Appendix B
G. Butler

T. Evans
Bunch

•
Text
Plants Discussed In

Powertine
52.

53
54.

55.
511

57.
58.
59.
80.
61 .

62.
63.
64.
65.

88.
67.
88.
69.
70.
71 .

72.
73.

1929
1924
1930
1938
1940
c. 1918
1887&
c. 1915
c. 1890
1897
c. 1895
c. 1905
c. l900
c. 1880
c. 1895
1924
c. 1910
1918
c. l900
c. 1910
c. 1918
c. 1890
1885

U.Oeadwood-W
Deadwood Valley
Deadwood Dam
W
Jan_Corral
JansenC~ . 1I

Clear Cr.Smt.
Qua_urg
(-res)
Qua_urg-N.
Cenlenrille
AIIanta skiers
Atlante-E.Vw.
"!lante-N.E.Vw.
Atlan!a-Ouartz C.
Rocky Bar
Sugarloaf Mtn.
Baumgartner H.S .
Cascade " C" Hill
Monarch Bridge
Monarch Brdg.-E.
O_Parl<
AIIan!a(Cavalry)
Atlanta Sawmill

J.H.Lowetl

McGregor

ALPINE ZONE
74.
75.
76.

n.

1912
c. 192O
c. 1915
c. 1915

Blue Lake
Bald MIn.
Trinity MIn.
Big Roaring lit

H.S.Burr
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Common Name

Scientific Name

TREES
Grand fir

Abies grandis

Subalpine fir

Abies lasiocarpa

Western larch

Larix occidentalis

Engelmann spruce

Picea engelmannii

Whitebarl< pine

Pinus albicaulis

Lodgepole pine

Pinus contorta

Ponderosa pine

Pinus ponderosa

Quaking aspen

Populus tremuloides

Cottonwood

Populus spp.

Douglas-fir

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Common Name

Scientific Name

SHRUBS
Spirea

Spiraea spp.

Snowberry

Symphorlcarpus spp.

Huckleberry

Vaccinillm spp.

GRASSES AND SEDGES
Bluebunch wheatgrass

Agropyron spicatum

Smooth brome

Bromus inermis

Cheatgrass

Bromus tectorum

Elk sedge

Carex geJ'eri

Idaho fescue

Festuca idahoensis

Sandberg bluegrass

Pao secunda

SHRUBS
Mountain maple

224

Acer glabrum

Alder

Alnus spp.

Serviceberry

Amelanchier alnifolia

Sagebrush

Artemisia spp.

Rabbitbrush

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

Twinflower

Lennaea spp.

Ninebark

Physocarpus malvaceus

Chokecherry

Prunus virginiana

Bitterbrush

Purshla trldentata

Willow

Salix spp.

FORBS
Western yarrow

Achillaea millefollium

Arrowleaf balasamroot

Balsomorhiza

Lupine

Lupinus spp.

Pemstemon

Penstemon spp.

Phlox

Phlox spp.
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Append/xC

Common Name

Appendix C

Scientific Name

INSECTS
Bark beetles:

Insects and Diseases
Discussed in Text

Mountain pine beetle

Dendroctonus ponderosae (Hopkins)

Western pine beetle

Dendroctonus brevicomis (LeConte)

Douglas-fir bar'.< beetle

Dendrr.ctonus pseudostugae (Hopkins)

Defoliators:
Western spruce budwonn

Choristoneura occidenta/is (Freeman)

Douglas-fir tussock moth

Orgyia pseudotsugata (McOunnough)

DISEASES
Rust-red stringy rot

Echinodontium tinetorium (Ell . & Ev.)

Wood-rotting fungi

226

Gray-brown saprot

Cryptoparous vo/varas (Pk.)

Aspen trunk rot

Fornes igniarium f. tremu/ae

Dwarf mistletoe

Arceuthobium spp. (Hawks.)

Brown trunk rot

Fornitopsis ojficina/es

Brown crumbly rot

Fornitopsis pinico/a

Schweinitziibutt rot

Phaeo/us schweinitzii

Leaf rusts

[Referred to by host affected. For example,
Cottonwood leaf rust.]
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A
Ables COfICQ/or 32
Ables"....,tu 32
Ables 1Dsi0CDl'ptl 37

AbioCic: factors 39
Apcics
au- alForaIIy 1
U.S. ~ aI ApiaIIIare
AIc:uDder FIm 27
AlpiDe ZoIIe 36, 37, 46
AaimaIs
bonen 13
CIIIle 2, 16, II, 21
doer 25
nbbiII 25
IIIeep 2, 6, 16, 17, 31, 46, 53
AIuwaIs 16
ArrowIeafblJam root 13
AmIwroclt 21

B
But bcdlcs 30, 31 .....
Beaver Crect 20
Biotic factors 39
Biuabrush 23
Blucpua 23
Bogus Basin 26
Boise 30
Boise Basin 13, 19, 30
Boise Front 10, 16, 26, 27
Boise National Forest 22, 25, 30, 32, 41
Boi.. Payette Lumber Co. 43
Budworm 31, 32, 37, ....

c
Cascade CoIlllDOl'Cial 43
Cascade CoIlllDOl'Cial Oub Report 43
Ceil7lollnu ".,/MIi...... 30
Cbcatgnss 23, 40
Cbokec:beny 23
Cities
see Communities
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4, 5, 7, 22, 23, 25
climax 5, 38, 43
climax ponderosa 43
climax species 38
climax Slate 5
Communities
Atlanta 7, 13, 14
Banks 27, 32. 43
Bear Valley 13, 34. 53
Cascade 12. 18. 19, 43
CcnteMIle 13. 14
Deadwood 13. 21
Dry Buck 18, 27
Emmett 27
Feathaville 10. 18, 45
GIrdeu Valley 14. 21
Gratldjean 27
Hancsboe Bend 14
Idaho City 7, 13. 14. 21
l.aDdawI< 13, 34, 53
Loaa Valley 14. 53
Lowmon 7, 43
0Ia-S_ 14
climate

Pille

E
Epidemics 4, 5. 44
Euro-Americans 13
External effects 23

F
Fire Management Plan 42
Fire(s)
I, 4, s, 6, 7. 8, 12. 14, 17. 18, 20, 23, 27. 28, :ll, 31. D, J4, Js, J7, 3l :19, «l, 41.
1989Lowman 3
Foothills 23, 25, 28
FOOIbiU Zone 25
Forest Sctvic:e. usda
Boise National Forest I. 2, 5, 12. 17,47,53
Idaho National Forest 53
Forest(s)
old growth 4, 6, 9, 18, 30, 31, 43, 45
Frank Church River of No Return Wildemess 29, 42

G
General Forest Zone

23

G.IIUS DelltiroclQIIUS

~13.14

PIKerviJJe 13, 14
Ptairie 12
Quartzbura 13, 19
R.oc:ky BIt 13
Smith', Ptairie 14. 21
Upper Deadwood 13
Weiler 53
CoaiIen 4

Grimes Pass Dam 21

H
Hctbs 4

Highway 21

3, 26
16, 18
homesteaders 21
homesteading 28
homesteadinl 2, 14, 16, 2a, 53
HuctIcbeny 3 I. ll, 33
Hydraulically-plaocred 14
HydroeIcctric: 21
Hydrnpbobic 23
Homestad

CRd«,)
Grimes 13
Mara 13, 16

D
7
5. 27. 31, 37. 44. 45
~ I. 3. 4. 5. 6. 25. 33, 39. 41. 44, 45
IafIdS 6
-..JeIDe 45

DeerPaiai
DefaIiIIor

I
Idaho Bicentennial Commission's Oral History Project
Idaho facue 23
Idaho Statesman 18
Indian(s) 12,28
settlements 12
..,lIeS 6, 12
Indian paint fungus II

~6

IOCIilIc l\atcI 6
Dr..pt 30. 3 I. 35, 42
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26. 29. 31, 42, 43, 45
44

Grazing
2, 6, 13, 16, 17, 18, 23, 27, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 46
Great Basin 23, 25, 26
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cz. CJ. ... ~ 46

IJIIOds I, 3, 4, 5, 6, 25,30, 33, 39, 44, 46

J
JoIuIsoa Creek

11

L
Larlz occidnrta/is 5, 32, 33
l.idIaIs 41
Little c..us 21
LoaiDI 2, 6, 9, 18, 19, 30, 34, 15, 39, 43
Lacty Peok DIm 21, 21
LapiDe 23

M
Millon 12, 14, 16
IIIiDiDI 2, 10, 13, 14, 16, 11, 39, 43

MiDiDc Dislric:l(1)

au-

13
CroataI Ri>u 13, 20
o..dwood 13, 21
!'iDe Gro.e 13
SciIJaito 13
'I1IuIIdor MoanIaia 13
Twill Spiap 13
YcIIowpiDc 13
MoisIure 5, 9, 11, II, 20, 22, 23, 25, 21, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 42,44

Flock, K.D. 53
1n:1and, Pele 12
Patterson, Horace 12
Pen:nnials 16
Phlox 23
pholography 1, 5, 1, 41
pholoplales 39
Picea engelmanli 3!!i
pinegrass 31
Pinus alblcalis 38
Pinus contorla 34
Pinus pontkrosa 30
Pioneer species 14, 34
Pn:cipilation 1, 22, 31, 41, 44
Propaption system 4
Psndol.sllga menzlesll 31

Q
Quanzburg Burn

Rabbilbrush 23
Rainfall 1, 14, 23, 26
River(s)

Boise I , 23, 26, 21, 28
Boise, Nonh Fork 18
Boise, South Fork 28
Payette 1, 3, 11, 18, 19, 21, 26, 21, 32, 43
Payette, Middle Fork 32
Payelle, Nonh Fork 18, 32
Payette, South Fork 3, 21, 43
Salmon I, 11, 21, 32
Salmon, South Fork 32

IDiI moisture 4

N
N"1lICborl< 31
No BusinaI Lookout 32
Nortbcm Rocky MouaIaiDs 1

o

s

0rpDizaIi0ns
Idobo Slate HiItoricaI Society 2

p
PmD BaiD 11
I'I:astcmoa 23

PtopIe

AbI*"I. Honrd
eo., Ufe 11

19

R

5)

DdIMa, Uuno E..".
Eva., I!zcr 5)
Eva., i'ao 11

II

Sagebrush 16, 11,23, 28, 40, 41
Sagebrush-grass 11
Sandberg 23
Sawtooth Wilderness 29
Seed producer 35
Shrubs 4, 10, 18, 23, 21, 41
SnowbelT)' 31
Species 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 18, 19
Squaw Creek 21
Stand composition 6, 13, 19, 45
Slale(s)
Idaho 1, 53
On:gon 1
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SuccasionaJ change 4, 30, 46
Sua:aIionaI species 34

T
Tbundcr Mountain 13
Time .... pboIosnpby ~
Transition Zone 26, 21, 42, 43

Tl'Ippin, 2
33
aspen 13, 43

Tree(I)

Doualafir

4, 5, 6, I, 10, 14, 18, 20,

2~,

26, 27, 21, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 37, 39, 43, 44,

4~,

46

EnF'mann spruce 6, 29, 34, 35, 31
panel fir 6, 10, 20, 29, 31, 32, 33, 39. 45, 46
IodaepoIe pine 6. 10. 20. 29, 34. 37. 38. 39. 44, 46
poadcroIa
pine 4, 5, 6, 8, 9. 10. 11. l2, 14. 18, 20. ~, 26, rTf 28, 29. 30, 31. 32, 33. 39, 43, 44, 4S, 46
redfir 31
....pine fir ~. 6. 29. 31. 33. 34. 37. 38. 39. 4~. 46

tamarack 33
wesIaD Iarda S. 32, 33
wbitcbart pine 10. 38
wbitefir 32
yd10w pine 30
Trinity LIkes 36
Tullock Moth ~. 27. 31, 32. 37.44. 45
Twinberry 31. 33

V

veaetaUoo

1. 2. 4. 6. 7. I. 9, 10. 11, 13. 14. 15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23. 27. 39. 41. 43, 46

W
Wallowa Mountains 7
West Mountain 18, 36
Wbcatpua 23
Wildemea 2. 22. 29. 42
Wallows 13. 14, 43

y
Yarrow 23
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